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GASDYNAMIC LASERS:

THEORY,

EXPERIMENT AND TUE STATE-OF-THE-ART
by
John D. Anderson, Jr.
Professor nnd Chairman
University of Maryland
College ParL, Maryland, U.S.A. 20742
I.
A.

GASDYNAMIC LASERS: THEORY and EXPERIMENT

INTRODUCTION
Consider in your imagination a supersonic wind tunnel, such

as those cornonly found in many aerodynamic laboratories.

However,

when this particular tunnel is turned on, we do not measure the lift
and drag on an aerodynamic model, oi the pressure and heat transfer
distributions over a surface.

Instead, when the switch is thrown

for this particular tunnel, we see a very powerful laser beam propagating
from the test section.

Indeed, this is not a wind tunnel at all, but

rather it is a gasdynamic laser.

UlbER
DIFFUSE*-

Fig. 1

Schematic Drawing of Gnsdyr.arnie
Laser
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As shown schematically in Figure 1, a gasdynamic laser takes
a hot, high pressure mixture of gases (usually C02, N2 and H,,0 or He)
and expands this mixture very rapidly through a supersonic nozzle.

During

the expansion, the gas is turned into a laser medium (a population
. /

inversion is created).

The supersonic laser gas then passes into the

test section (laser cavity), where, if mirrors are placed on both

'.J

sides of the test section, a beam of laser energy is extracted perpendicular
to the flow.

The supersonic stream then enters a diffuser, where it is

shocked down to subsonic speeds and generally exhausted to the atmosphere.
Why are gasdynamic lasers so important?

:.i

The answer, purely

and simply, is that they are very hi Hi power devices.

In fact, gasdynamic

lasers (GDL's) have spearheaded a breakthrough in high energy la:er devices.
For example, a multimode, continuous wave power output of 63 VM from a
CCL-IL GDL has been reported by Gerry , end an average laser power of
400 ICW has been extracted for four milliseconds from a shad; tube GuL

Q

by Klostennan and Hoffman
of Washington.

p

working in the laser group at the University

A major factor in this breakthrough is that, unlike

early electric discharge lasers with their attendent problems of arc
discharges in large volumes, GDL's can be scaled to large sizes without
major physical complications.
in Figure 2.

MHM

A picture of a large-scale GJL is shown
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A hist-ric^l note is in order here.

The concept of a

gasdyn: ic laser was initiated as early as 1962 by Basov and Oraevskii ,
who suggested that population inversions in molecular systems cou^d be
ere. ted by rapid heating or c:oling of the system.

Subsequently, in

19GD llurle and ilertzberg suggested that such cooling ana population
inversions could be obtained in the rapid, nonequilibrium expansion of
an initially hot gas ".hrough a supersonic nozzle.

They considered the

specific C3se of electronic level inversions in expanding Xe, but were
unsuccessful in measuring sucn inversions in the laboratory.

Then,

Kantowitz combined this idea with his previous work on vibrational
; i

nonequilibrium in CCL (see Reference 5), and in I960, he and a group
of physicists and ennineers at the AVCU Everett Research Laboratory

. i

... .

operated the first GDL, using a mixture of CCL-No-O (set; Reference 1).
At about the same tine, ttasov ct al

carried out a thouretical analysis

of population inversions in CCk-Np expanding mixtures, and predicted
that subslantial inversions can indeed occur under suitable conditions
for the gas mixture r.Lio and the nozzle reservoir pressure and temperature.
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However, i.asov missed an essential point, namely, that the inclusion
of a "catalyst" such as O or He is necessary for the attainment of
reasonable population inversions.

Basov used older values of the

vibrational energy exchange rates which resulted in optimistic values
of the population inversions; indeed, using more recent rates as compiled
7

by Taylor and Bitterman , Anderson

8

har shown that the COy-fJp mixtures

considered by Basov et al do not yield significant inversions.

The

group at AVCO recognized this fact, and have reported experiments using
COo-No-HpO mixtures as early as 1966 .

Theoretical calculations showing
o

the beneficial role of ILO were reported by Anderson

'n 1969.

The exact

role of ILO or He as a catalyst is discussed later in these notes.
Since these initial experiments and calculations, the technology

J

and fundamental understanding of CQp-Kp GuL's has grown precociously.
9-12
This growth is exemplified by experiments carried out in arc tunnels
,
shock tunnels2'11,13"17 and combustion driven devices1''8"20,
and by theoretical calculations reported in References 6,3,11,12,21-?u.

k..A

Ü

Moreover, gasdynamic lasers using CO as the lasing medium have also
29
been demonstrated . It is the purpose of these notes to bring the
reader up-to-date in this state-of-the-art.
B.

ELEMENTARY PHYSICS
1•

Ener-iy Levels and Population Inversion
Consider a collection of molecules in a gcs.

molecules and examine it.

Pick one of the

The molecule is moving about in space — hence

it has translational energy; it is rotating about its principal axes —
hence it has rotational kinetic enerry; the atoms that moke up tne molecule
may be vibrating back and forth from some equilibrium position -- hence
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1t has vibrational kinetic and potential energy; and finally, the
electrons move aboit the nuclei of the molecule — hence it has
kinetic and potential energy of electronic origin. However, the
amazing quality of these various forms of molecular energy is that
they can not be any arbitrary value.

Rather, one of the most

important discoveries of modern physics is that the molecule, at any

;i

given instant, has to occupy one of a*very specific s: t of enemy
levels, i.e., the energy values of a no'lecule are qu^tized. This
is shown schematically in Figure 3. ilow, instead of one molecule,
imagine the whole collection, say 10 molecules, and look at the first
quantized en. gy level e (the ground state). There may be 400,030 molecules
in this level at some instant in tins. The number 400,000 is called the
population 'A of the c

U

E-.;

level. Ilcxt, look at the first excited level,

there may be 200,000 molecules in tins level, hence -A, - 200,000 =

the p pul a ti on of the c, level; and so forth. The set_ of numbers,
\\ , N,, N2, ... Hit ••• is called the population distribution over the
energy levels of the gas. The nature of this population distribution
is of vital importance for laser action.
vibrational enerny of a molecular gas.

For example, consider the
If the gas is in thnrmodynamic

equilibrium, the population distribution will exponentially decrease
with incr \sinq e., as shown on the left of Figure 4, i.e., it will
follow a r

tznr.nn distribution. A major characteristic of this equilibrium

distribution is that f!.+1 < !l.. However, if the gas is disturbed at
any instant, say by means of an electric discharge, or by a very suddsn
temperature change, then the population distribution can become a
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noncquilibriuin distribution, and it is even possible that, at some instant,
N.+i >th.

This situation, whore the nutter of molecules in a higher

lyinci energy level is greater than the number in a lower lying level,
is called a pppulatlon inversion.

The population inversion is the essence

of laser action, and the attainment of this population inversion by means
of rapid cooling of the gas is the essence of a gasdynaiaic laser.
Specifically, v.'hen a gas expands through a supersonic nozzle, as shown
in Figure 5, the gas temperature decreases very rapidly.
element moving through the nozzle c;
as high as 10

Indeed, a fluid

experience temperature changes

degrees per second in the throat region of the nozzle.

In fact, expansion through a minimum-length supersonic nozzle is t! 2
fastest practical m-: as of cooling a gas.

Therefore, it is reasonable

to expect that, for certain conditions, a population inversion can be
created in such ar expansion.

FL 0

w
/N

T
Fig. 5
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change in intensity while traversing the slab.

Also, letN, and \L

be the number of molecules ',er unit volu a in the c, and c2 energy
levels respectively.

Then, from t; e above definitions, we can simply

write do ;n

(dt)r=[(A,A*i -^ (&,),T.-v>.-^)^''{j<^/y (•)
For the infarcd wavelengths characteristic of molecular lasers, the
9
12
1
spontaneous emission is negligible . Also, in general, (D^,) = ~- (Bio) »
as shov.'n in Reference 12 and in most modern physics textbooks.
g, and g~ are statistical weichts
b

omer

tc/Jy

f the levels.

Here,

Hence, eq. (1)

<S

(2)

2~r-

itow we c;n answer our original question.

Looking at eq. (2), (dl) /I

will be positive when (—H?-!!.,1>0, i.e., whin a populat"An inversion
exists between the r.9 and c-,

energy levels,

hence, a population inversion

lea'is to an c ^ i f icr-tion of _tho_ radj'tiv^ intrnr-ity I .

This is the

User off ct. ?nd this is why a population inversion nM:es a laser wpii.I
3•

DefiriitiC'v an^Cs^c^latieii_ of S;;:all-Signal Gain
The small-signal laser gain is an cxtren:ly important figure

of merit for gas laser device:.; it is to laser physicists what lift and
drag coefficients are to aeroc'yn<:■ v.i cists.
of the population inversion.

It is also a direct mcasur.'i.-ent

Everything else being equal, the higher tne

small-signal gain, the easier User action can be obtained in a gas.
Therefore, because '...; h vo just discussed the reasons why a population
inversion

!'..•$ . laser wor!:, we now extend this discussion to th:>

analysis of snail-sigo.1 gjin.

Also, th

following results are necessary

11
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fov our subsequent discussions on the theory end experimental
measurements of gasdynann'c laser performance.
•.et us consider stimulate-' emission and absorption, ignoring
spontan ?us emission as stated previously.

Consider aguin the slab of

gas of geometric thickness, dx,

(c/I)

with radiation of intensity I
(per unit frequency) incic! nt
normally on the slob as shown in

■_./

Fig. 6.

The re'Motive i -itcnsity

absorbed in a nlyen ^pgctr:.! lino

v

of the ges is (dl)

(rar unit frequency)

Due to lino broadening effects in the ges (natural, üopnler and col 1irion),
(dl)

varies over a narrow frequency ran-x-, as shown in the sketch on

the left.

This giv~

rise to the 1 u::L shjn - .

between v and v+dv is (dl) du.

The intensity of radiation

The integrated radi.-.

ve- intensity

(total intensity absorbed by Li . line) is
«■/(.::)/,

The spectral absorption coeffieie it, ■■. , is defined «v
(dl)
Examining eq. (3), if I
dl

is negative and a

= -a I dx

decrear^ c-s it traverses the slab of gas, then
is a positive number.

Increase: as in Ilia laser effect, then dl
negative quantity.

(3)

On the other fund, if I

is positive, (ind a has to be a

Rather then der! wiLli a "negative rbsoi;,tion coe'ficien

a nc; coefficient is defined as
(dl) V = f. 0 I V dx

(4)
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where G

is the snail-signal • in coefficient.

(5)
Since the small signal g..,i coefficient is t!ie same as a "negativ^
absorption coefficient", let us pursue our discussion in terms of the
absorption coefficient.

Comparing ens. {Z) and (3), we sec that

atr = tv(ß,^ (ty- %/Vi.)

(0)

9'

It is conrvn to express (B,0)
i j

for spont.-neous enis ion, {^]Ky

in terns of the Einstein coefficient

Wnrre

tSee»

for GX r, lG

^ P

»

Ref

"- -Q)

t.j

Thus, e. . (6) becomes,

°^ = £-, r* (A*i)r(V-'li*>~)
Eq. (7) gives the srectr 1 absorption coefficient, a .
intc

.~.Tt.r-.ri

absorption coefficient as

f a dv

C/)
Define the

where the integral is taken

over the tntire spectral line.
Thus

«7/

f^c/r- = ■£—! (M~ &'*)/(**• V^
i

Uote:

—

(8)

The interval of int.;r. ion over v is snail (lines esc urujlly

narrow), so that v in the factor c/STTV
constant.

in eq. [''} can he consider .d

Letting j (A2j)vdv2 A2j. wc have

./,h(/r

= £***' ^-&Al)
y-

(•)
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Sin' ;

- - x, cq. (9) beco: '-'S
f/.

Eq. (10) gives the inUarrtU;! absorption coeffic. out.

Eq. (10) is more

useful thi-n cq. (7) because A9,, not, (A^) , is available from laboratory
measurements.

u

To s..-.: this more clearly, recall eq. (2).
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Li
How, integrate cq. (11) over t<

thinness of the slab.

thichi. 3
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The total radiative intensity -bsorbed over t!r: er.tirq spectral line is
Iabs, where

J[-J.-

~ / CT, - -ZV-

)r/\-

(13)
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Hence, *he absorption coefficient measured with laser radiation is
the spectra^ absorption coefficient,^.
Now, let us relate a

to the integrated absorption coefficient

and to Ap,.
f

••'^V-)"),

Define a line shi.pe factor,

^

-kM,

g(v,v0) as:
"■ *,

ft

j\

1

\

i

1

>

/, Af\
^

where fcyiv is obtained

N

^~
Thus, from i,.Q definition, eq. (15),

0

j g(v,v

from eq. (10).
)dv ■ 1 where, as ufual,

the interval of integration ir. over the entire spectral line.
For pres' jres above 13-20 t->rr,t!iß line shape is dominated
by col 1 jsion_ broadening (or ;;rf,*stiro ' 'o:-riening).

It has been demonstrated

that, for this er;se, the line shape is a Lorontz curve (see for example,
Ref. 33).
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Herc.Av is the lino width (see sketch), given by

Ar

-

2L

(17)

where Z is the no!ocular collision frequency.
For absorption at line center, v-v
(16) and (17),

:Z

■■ 0 and, fro-.n eqs. (1^),

f
<. e-/v

Substitute (;q. (10) into the above
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Mode I, hence increasing the population inversion.

The over-all,

complex vibrational relaxation mechanism will be addressed in more detail
in Section C.
C.

CALCULATION OF GASDVHAWC LASER PERFORMANCE
1.

Analysis
In this section, we now discuss the details of calculating

gasdynamic laser gain and power.

An accurate prediction of the population

Inversion in an expanding gas encompasses an accurate solution of the
nonequilibrium, gas dynamic flow through a convergent-divergent nozzle.
Previous numerical solutions of high-temperature, quasi-one-dimensional
nonequilibrium nozzle flows where vibrational and chemical nonequilibrium
conditions prevail both upstream and downstream of the throat have been
obtained with some effort by means of a number of independent, steady33
flow analyses . On the other hand, a useful, alternative approach
has recently been presented in References 34 and 35, namely, a timedependent technique which entails the finite-difference solution of ttie
unsteady, quasi-one-dimensional conservation equation, in steps of time,
starting from assumed initial distributions of the flow-field variables
throughout the nozzle.

The steady-state nonequilibrium nozzle flow is

approached at large times.

The main virtue of the time-dependent

solution is its simplicity; the governing equations are solved by
means of a simple, explicit, finite-difference scheme, no additional
mathematical methods are necessary to treat special contingencies
that can arise in the analysis of nonequilibrium nozzle flows, no

21
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difficulties are encountered in starting the nonequilibrium flow
from equilibrium reservoir conditions, very large spacings can be
taken between grid points along the nozzle, and the unknown critical
mass flow is automatically approached at large times.

As a result,

no problems are encountered in the throat region with the saddlepoint singularity w 'ich plagueu the steady-flow formulation.

I!

11
|

Th^ discussion that follows is patterned after the technique
described in Reference 8.

Consider the grid point system shown schematically

in Figure 9 for a nozzle of specified shape, A - A(x), where A is the
cross-sectional area.

There are two sets of equally spaced grid points;

one set involves relatively fine spacing from the reservoir to slightly
i

downstream of the throat in order to enhance numerical accuracy in
the flow region where nonequilibrium phenomena develop at a fast rate,
and the second set involves coarse spacing further downstream where
nonequilibrium phenomena are usually progressing at a slow rate.

Thi?

grid network differs from that of Reference 34, which considered equally
k

j

spaced grid points throughout the nozzle.

In the present results 15

and 5 spaces were employed for the fine and coarse grids, respectively,
i

i.e. a total of 21 grid points were employed throughout the nozzle.
The anelysis begins by assuming initial values for the
density

p, velocity u, temperature T, and the nonequilibrium quantities

q* at all grid points throughout the nozzle.
represented by q. will be discussed later.

The precise quantities
Equilibrium reservoir

conditions for p, T and q. are assumed at the firr.t grid point and held
fixed, invariant with time.

At each internal grid point, spatial

derivatives are then computed from central finite-differences,

22
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(21)

(22)

where g stands for p, u, T and q.. The numbers for the x-derivatives
I

obtained from equations (21) and (22) are then substituted into the

J

quasi-one-dimensional, unsteady, conservation equations

[J

Continuity

§£ = -£ *4gg>

Momentum
Energy

(23)

# = -/£&"< 3S7
ifx-lfl^^)*^]

<*>
(")

fz/Xr

(27)

Rate

State

where q. can be the population or energy per unit mass associated
with a given vibrational energy level (or grouping of levels), and
w. is the net internal rate nf production of q.. due to detailed
vibration-vibration and vibration-translation collisions within the
gas mixture.
Values of the time derivatives, r£, are directly obtained
from equations (23) through (27), and these numbers are subsequently
j j

inserted into an expression containing the first three terms of a

i J

Taylor's series expansion in time, i.e.,

$ C^A /J =gU) t rjp, *+<-<■ Jf-l T
Equation (28) allows the direct computation of all flow-field

23
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variables at all internal grid points at time (t+At) from the
known flow-field variables at time t.

Values for g(t) are known;

as previously noted, values for (||)t are obtained from equations (23)
through (27).

Numbers for (—-$)«. can be obtained by differentiation
3t' l
of equations (23) through (26) with respect to t; however, such an
32
operation introduces mixed derivatives, -jj^k.» values for which are
simply obtained by differentiation of equations (23) through (26)

Lj

with respect to x.

Hence, starting from assumed initial values for the

flow-field variables throughout the nozzle, new values of the flow-field
distributions are computed in steps of time from equation (28),
! |
I I

continuing for many time steps until the steady-state solution
2 both approach zero).
is approached at large times (where |£ and ^-3-

jj

For the present study, this steady-state solution is the desired

n

result.
The most receipt calculations using the above approach employ
a slightly modified technique discussed in References 32 and 35.
The modification consists of using

fV,*j.f"> + (&L*/-

H

in lieu of eq. (28).

(a)

Here, the time derivative is not evaluated

at time t as in eq. (28); rather, an average value between t and (t+At)
1s utilized.

This average value is obtained from the general method

of MacCormack, who has shown that the general scheme is of secondorder accuracy.

The results obtained using either approach yield the

same results

However, by using eq. (29) with MacCormack's

.
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finite-difference scheme, a considerable simplification in computer
programming and reductions i.» execution time are obtained. See Kef.
35 for more details.
The value of At employed in equations (28) or (29) must
satisfy two stability criteria0*
, At <

AX/

(u+a)

(30)

where a is the local frozen speed of sound, and
At < t
where
I I
0

T

(31)

is the characteristic relaxation time for the fastest.

finite-rate molecular relaxation process occurring within the
mixture. Equation (30) is the Courant-Friedrichs-Levy 37 stability
criterion, which in physical terms states that At must be no greater
than the time required for a sound wave to propagate from one grid point
to the next, and equation (31) states thatAt must be no greater than
the characteristic time of the finite-rate molecular energy exchange

u

processes occurring within the flowing gas. This latter stability
criterion is plausible en physical grounds, and has been dimonstrated
empirically in Reference 34.
Because central finite-differences are employed, equations
(21) through (28) can be applied to the internal points only. For
each time step, values for p, u, T and q^ at the last grid point
(nozzle exit) and u at the first grid point (nozzle inlet) are obtained
by extrapolation, as discussed in Reference 34. Also, for the actual
numerical computations, equations (21) through (30) are rewritten

25
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in nondimensional form (Reference 34) so that the magnitudes of all
variables would be approximately the same.
2. Vibrational Model

u

II

The vibrational model assumed in the present study is a
reasonable approximation for the many detailed translation-vibration
and vibration-vibration molecular collisional energy exchanges
which can occur in COg-l^-^0 or COg-Ng-He mixtures.

Figure 10 shows

a schematic diagram of the major participating vibrational energy
levels for CO« and N, at the temperature considered in the present
investigation (from 300 to 1500°K).

In 1969, Taylor and Bitterman7,38

wade a thorough study and compilation of the collisional transition
probabilities for this system.

Their results show an extremely fast,

resonant, vibrational energy exchange between the v = 1 level of IL and
the (001) level of CO«, as well as a very fast exchange between the
I t
i i

(100) and (020) levels of C0p due to Fermi resonance.

In addition,

vibrational energy is rapidly transferred among the lower excited levels
of the degenerate mode v^ in CO2 due to the nearly equal spacing of
these levels. Hence, these fast transitions appear to justify a
vibrational model which groups the participating levels into two "modes"
(Hodes I and II in Figure 10) which are assumed in equilibrium within
themselves, but not with each other.
More recent kinetic data obtained since 1969 are summarized
in References 25 and 26.

In fact, Reference 25 is reproduced in its

entirety as Appendices A and B in these Motes. The reader should
consult Appendices A and B for up-to-date kinetic rates before attempting
27
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any calculations of his own.
In the following discussion of the vibratlonal model, a COgN2-H0O mixture will be assumed for purposes of Illustration.

COg-

^-He Is handled 1n the same manner, with HgO replaced by He 1n all
subsequent equations.
The net vlbrational energies per unit mass contained within
each "mode", (ey^b)t and (eyib)jj. are chosen as the dependent nonequilibrium variables; hence, equation (26) represents two rate
equations with q^ ■ (evjb)j and (ev^)n respectively.

The relaxation

of \.hes' ':nergies 1s assumed to be described by the simple-harmonic
oscillator relaxation equations:
i I

(32a)

D

when q. = (eyib)j,.and

a
Ii
II ii
. i

(32b)

when q^ * (evibhr
(eV4K)?I are

tne

In ec uat1ons

^

(32a)

and

(32b), (e^b)jq and

equilibrium vibrational energies that would be

contained in Modes I and II respectively at the local gas translational temperature T, and

T.

and T,j are the characteristic relaxation

times for Modes I and II respectively,

T.

and

T.J

are averages which

characterize the net rate of energy transfer into and out of Modes I
and II; this energy transfer is assumed to be governed by the major
transitions (heavy arrows 1n Figure 10) which are identified with the
relaxation times T,,
a T.b , T c . These relaxation tines are themselves averages
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of the detailed C02-Cü2, C02-M2, C02-H20, N2-N2 and N2-H20 collisions;
such averages for a mixture of gases are obtained from the "parallel
resistance" mixture rule:

X oat.

WAJ- j I

u

rs-s

JL _

+

v-

(33a)

^;
?*,<-*&.

•/•

X/^.
' £^-44

y-

(33b)

y- -.
(%,)*.-MLO

^

(33c)

y-

C^W-^^L
^^-AÄ
Xi denotes the mole fraction of chemical species i.

^W^O
For the present

I I

results, values for the denominators of the terms on the r.h.s. of
equations (33a, b and c) are obtained directly from Reference 38.
(However, the reader should consult Appendices A and B of the present
notes for more recent kinetic rates.)

In turn, the average relaxation

times for Modes I and II are obtained from

■£* Tc

(34)

j I
1 ;

*•[

/

"■55JT * ~r^

fW + x* 3

(35)

These values are subsequently employed in equations (32).
Parenthetically, the general quantity

T

can be interpreted

as a mean time required for a single particle to make a transition
from one state to another state due to collisions with other particles.
In turn,

T

can be interpreted as the number of transitions per second

29
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per particle. Hence, on a physical basis, equations (33a, b and c)
simply state that the tctal number of transitions per second per particle
due to collisions with all species present in the mixture 1s the sum
of the transitions per second per particle due to collisions with each
individual specie-

si

Equations (34) and (35) have similar physical

Interpretations, except now the "transitions" are from one mode to
another.
The above model for treating the complex vibrational

| j1

i

energy transfer processes is approximate, and its limitations are
discussed in Reference 11.

Ij

It is sufficient to state here that the model is intended
only for the calculation of population inversions in COp-N^-H-O or He

j

mixtures; it is not necessarily valid for other gases, nor can it
be used when substantial amounts of radiative energy interact with

■'

4

jj

Li

the gas.

An alternative to the above model is the exact solution
of the master relaxation equations for each energy level

39

. However,

U

for many cases of interest, comparisons with experiment (to be discussed)

[

show that such a detailed treatment is not absolutely necessary, and
i

that the present model yields reasonable accuracy.
Referring again to equations (32a) and (32b), (eyib)j and
(evflj)n are treated as the dependent nonequilibrium variables. From
these energies, different vibrational temperatures, (Tyib)j and
(T jj.,, are defined from the following equilibrium relations:

30
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C^fc- «*.«* C^ie^^-iT •

Ü

* ^ ^ r4DZ:<2 4"/A™'-/J-y

(36b)

In equations (36a and b),. cCQ and RCQ are the mass fraction and
specific gas constant repsectively for C02; cN

and R^ are defined

similarly for N«; v,, v- and \>3 are the normal vibrational frequencies
of the symmetric stretching, the bending, and the asymmetric stretching
modes respectively for CO?; and vis the normal vibrational frequency
for N2.

In turn, (Tyib)j and (Tvib)n are used to compute populations

of energy levels within Modes I and II assuming a 3oltzmann distribution
locally within each mode.

For example, the population of the (001)

level in COp is obtained from

(37)
where

,

and the population of the (100) level in C02 1s obtained from
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(39)

In the above formulation, the role of H«0 or He as a catylist
enters the analysis through its presence 1n equations (33a, b and c).
As a final note with regard to the present analysis, (eyib)j
and (e .b)n are inherent parts of the time-dependent nonequilibrium
nozzle flow solution, and are computed at each time step during the
L.J

transient approach to steady-state conditions.

Then, after the

steady-state is achieved, the vibratlonal temperatures and populations
are computed from equations (36) through (39).
3.

Results
The numerical nature of the time-dependent, vibrational

'. 1

nonequlibrium nozzle solution is clearly shown in Figure 11, which
illustrates the shape of the (evib)jj distribution through a wedge

• i

nozzle at several times during its approach to the steady state.
Figure 11, R is the specific gas constant for the mixture.

In

The

dotted line shows the assumed initial distribution at t ■ 0, the
solid lines show distributions after 400, 800 and 1000 time steps,
and the solid dots show the final, steady-state, nonequilibrium
distribution obtained after approximately 3000 time steps.

Similar

transient variations and the subsequent approach to the steady-state
occur for all other flow variables throughout the nozzle.
The final, steady-state (ey1b)jj distribution shown in
Figure 11, taken in conjunction with the simultaneous steady-state

32
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(ev^b)j distribution, leads to the steady-flow result, shown 1n

U

distributions are compared with the translational temperature distribution.

Ii

Note that Mode II relaxes much slower than Mode I, and that both

Figures 12 through 14.

In Figure 12, the two vibrational temperature

Modes I and II are not in equilibrium with the local translational
temperature except near the nozzle reservoir. Also, note that
(T

^)TJ

begins to diverge from T in the subsonic section of the
a

i

nozzle, with C(Tv^b)jT-T]

;

effects upstream of the throat are noticeable. In Figure 13, the

l.j

populations MQ01 and

M1QQ

120°K at the throat. Hence, nonequilibrium

of the (001) and (100) levels respectively

in COo are shown as functions of distance along the wedge nozzle.
At approximately 0.26 cm downstream of the throat, the populations
of the (001) and (100) levels are equal, and a substantial population
j

inversion develops further downstream. This population inversion
is shown in Figure 14 in. terms of (^yoi'^lOJ^'Xü wnere f,|cu ^s ths
local number density of Cop particles. If the nozzle exhausts into
a constant area duct as shown in Figure 14, tne inversion will

'•■*

continue to increase beyond the nozzle exit until Mode I equilibrates

!i

with T, beyond which the inversion will slowly decrease due to the
moderate deactivation of Mode II. As emphasized in References 7
and 38, the equilibration of Mode I with T is enhanced by the presence
of H20 in the mixture.
4. Comparison with Basov
B«ov et al6 have published results for population inversions
created in , supersonic expansion of a C0r„2 »ixture through a hyperboli-
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nozzle; In contrast to the present results shown in Figures 11
through 14, Basov did not include the effect of H,,0 on the population

u

inversions.

Also in contrast to the present analysis, Basov assumed

equilibrium conditions from the reservoir to the throat.

In order to

provide a comparison with the results of Reference , results are
obtained with the present time-dependent analysis for a nozzle shape,

li

p , T and mixture ratio identical to those of Reference .

Figures 15

and 16 show the resulting comparison; Figure 15 illustrates the
: i

populations N,«« and NQ01 as a function of distance through the nozzle,
and Figure 16 shows the population inversion distribution throughout
the nozzle.
mixture.

N

is the total reservoir number density for the gas

A study of Figure 15 shows that Basov predicts a slower

relaxation of the (001) level and a faster relaxation of the (100)
level in comparison to the present results.

Consequently, as seen

in Figure 16, Qasov's results show a population inversion, whereas for
the given conditions the present results predict no population inversion.
The present results embody detailed information on transition
probabilities reported in Reference 38, whereas Basov used somewhat cruder information for transition probabilities.

A comparison

of these two sets of transition data show approximate agreement for
the collision probability for deactivation of the (001) level; on
ehe other hand, Basov used prtbabilities for deactivation of the
(010) level (hence the (100) level, which is closely coupled by fast
resonant exchanges) which are more than an order of magnitude larger
than those presented in Reference 38.

Consequently, the differences
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shown in Figures 15 and 16 can be attributed mainly to differences
1n relaxation times used for the two analyses,

Taylor and Bltterman's

thorough compilation of transition probabilities (Refs. 7 and 38) Is
believed to contain the most reliable data currently available 1n
the literature.

These data have been very recently up-dated by

Anderson 1n References 25 and 26.
present Motes).

(See Appendices A and B~of the

Also, these results clearly demonstrate that

population Inversions 1n COg-Ng mixtures without a catalyst are
difficult to obtain.

Indeed, 1n subsequent sections of these notes,

we will see that the presence of HoO or He 1s vitally necessary for
the attainment of reasonable population Inversions.
As a point of Interest, Basov's assumption (Ref. 6) of
equilibrium conditions at the nozzle throat is reasonable for the
nozzle shape he considered; for this nozzle, the subsonic approach
to the throat is relatively long and smooth, thus enhancing
equilibrium conditions.

In fact, the present results, which include

nonequilibrium conditions upstream of the throat, indicate that C(TV*U)TT-T]
1s 28°K at the throat for Basov's conditions.

This should be compared

with the 120°K difference obtained for the shorter nozzle considered
1n Figure 11, where nonequilibrium effects upstream of the throat
are considerable.
5.

Coupled and Uncoupled Flows
With regard to calculations of population inversions in an

expanding nozzle flow, there has been some question regarding the
error Induced by uncoupling the gas dynamic flow field from the
ibrational relaxation phenomena.

For example, the calculation of
38
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population inversions would be greatly simplified if the pressure,
temperature and velocity distributions were obtained from a
calculation of frozen or equilibrium nozzle flows, and then used
to solve Independently the vibrational rate equations.

The flow

variable most severely affected by these uncoupled solutions is
translational (static) temperature.

Since the relaxation rates

depend exponentially on T, and because II,QQ tries to equilibrate
with T in the supersonic stream, the theoretical population inversions
obtained from such uncoupled solutions may contain an inordinate error.
In order to examine this question, a numerical experiment is
performed using the present time-dependent analysis to compute
population inversions for the following cases:

(1)

Coupled, where

the finite-rate, vibrational energy relaxation is fully included in
the gas dynamic energy equation, (2) uncoupled (equilibrium), where
p, T and u are obtained from an expansion assuming infinite-rate,
vibrational equilibrium, and (3) uncoupled (frozen), where p, T and
u are obtained from an expansion assuming a zero vibrational rate, i.e.,
frozen flow.

In case (3), two sets of results are obtained, where the

ratio of specific heats v equals 1.4 and 1.3.

The value of 1.4 properly

corresponds to a vibrationally frozen expansion of C02 and !L, whereas
the value of 1.3 is of interest only because it is equal to the
equilibrium value of the ratio of specific heats for the gas mixture
in the reservoir.

For all of the above cases, a simple wedge nozzle

was assumed, followed by a constant area duct.
reservoir conditions are described in Figure 17.
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has the same area ratio but twice the length of the wedge nozile previously
considered In Figures 11 through 14.
Results from this numerical experiment are shown in Figures 17
through 20.

Figure 17 contrasts the translatlonal temperature distri-

butions obtained for the different assumptions of infinite, finite and
{ !

frozen rates; such a comparison 1s classical, and is presented in
order to help interpret the subsequent results.

;

'

Also, Figure 17 shows

that, for the present conditions, the actual nonequilibrium expansion
1s closer to equilibrium than frozen.

In turn, a comparison of the

curves shown in Figure 18 indicates that (T^Jj is more strongly affected
U

than (T .J...

Indeed, the upper level appears to be insensitive to

the differences in translatlonal temperature between the different cases
despite the exponential variation of relaxation time with T.
|

f|

[j
] |

The reason

for the differences in (Tvit))t is the strong tendency of the lower level
to equilibrate with T, which is different for each of the cases.
The differences in (T^uh shown in Figure 18 are magnified
when fl,Q0 is computed, as shown in Figure 19.

Also, as expected

from the very small differences in (Tyiu)tj» only small differences
occur in il.
'001 "

The differences shown in Figure 19 translate into the
differences in population inversion shown in Figure 20.

Among the

simplified, uncoupled cases, Figure 20 illustrates that the p,T and u
variations obtained from an equilibrium flow calculation provide the
closest comparison with the coupled case.

However, there 1s still a

noticeable error induced by all the uncoupled cases.

With regard to
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the frozen cases, one might be able to simulate the coupled results by
"proper" choice of an effective Y between 1.3 and 1.4, however, such
a value of y is not known a priori, and its proper choice would be
strictly fortuitous without first knowing the anser.
Reflecting upon the results shown in Figures 17 through 20,
the accurate calculation of population inversions in an expanding
gas apparently requires an analysis which fully takes into account
the coupling between the finite-rate nonequilibrium processes and
the gas dynamic flow.
i i

It is interesting to note that, for the same reservoir
conditions, the peak population Inversion shown in Figure 14 is 23
percent higher than the peak shown in Figure 20 for the coupled
case.

The larger inversion shown in Figure 14 is due solely to

i

the shorter nozzle length, and is to be expected due to a greater degree
of nonequilibrium in the shorter nozzle flow.
6.

Recapitulation
The previous sections have described the time-dependent technique

for calculating population inversions in an expanding gas, and have
given some typical results obtained with an approximate vibrational model.
The kinetic rates employed in generating the results shown in Figures 11
through 20 are given in Appendix A of Reference 40, which contains simple
38
correlations of the rates from Taylor and Bitterman . However, these
correlations have been improved as discussed in References 25 and 26,
and the reader is again urged to consult Appendices A and B of the
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present Motes for up-dated kinetic rates.
Another detailed numerical solution for GDL's can be found
1n Reference 41, where Munjee has incorporated a more detailed
kinetic model than used in Reference 8.

Munjee's kinetic model is

patterned after that of Basov et al ; however, unlike Basov, Munjee includes the effect of a catalyst (HgO or He) in the master rate
equations.

Munjee's work serves as the basis for the theoretical
13 42
results quoted by Christiansen, Tsongas and Buonadonna • . In

addition to these detailed numerical solutions, a useful approximate
27
analysis has been developed by Hoffman and Vlases . Also, recent
results using the sudden-freezing approximation have been reported in
Reference 28.
7.

Power Extraction
In a gasdynamic laser, the energy avilable for laser

power extraction is contained in the vibrational energies of the excited
N2 and C02(v,) at the exit of the supersonic nozzle; the challenge
is to optically extract as much of this available energy as possible
before it deactivates and "leaks" into translational and rotational
energy due to molecular collisions.

Moreover, the extraction process

should also produce a good quality, near-diffraction-limited beam.
Therefore, the optical design of the laser cavity is of utmost importance.
Some considerations dealing with the optical cavity will be discussed
1n Section III of these Motes, and some of the aerodynamic distrubances
which influence cavity design and beam quality will also be treated in
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Section III. However, let us now consider power extraction from a
purely energy standpoint.
The maximum available laser energy can be calculated as
follows.

Consider a point in the nozzle of a gasdynamic laser.

Using the notation of Reference 8, the translational and rotational
temperature at this point is T, the sum of the vlbrational energy
contained in the excited N2 and C02 (v3) is ey^b

with an attendant

vlbrational temperature Tuih
, the sum of the vibrational energy in
VIDJJ

the C02(vj) and C02(v2) modes is ey^b with an attendant Tyib , and
the population densities of the upper and lower laser levels are
and N100 respectively.

NQQJ

In GDL flows in general, Ty1fa >TV^>T-

When an inversion exists, then by definition A^ - N-|00> 0. The
population densities are given by

Mo, = (U(o* /<?) S
~W^r/-^' 'vibr

where Q is the partition function.
energy 1s drained from e ..

VJe ask the following question:

, and e *.

is held constant, at what

value of Tu4h
will the population inversion go to zero?
VIDJJ

this value of Tu4h
by (Ttf<h
° ). Then,
VIDjj
VIDJJ
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^ /^ ^V^x

£ r^ *) -- r;^ (T <w /^ ;

When TyiL

> (TVJb° )» an inversion exists and laser power can in

principle be extracted.

When Ty^

< (T ^.° ), no inversion is

present, and no power can be extracted.
In order to consider the maximum laser energy available, we
assume that Tv^b «T.

Then, (Tv^b° )

s T e

( ooi/c10(P'

Us ng ülis va ue

^

^

of (T .. ° ), we define a maximum available laser energy as

<£*M

- *• **H ?*,*„( T„ha ) - evthjj c Tr**)]

where the factor 0.409 is the quantum efficiency for the (XL laser transition
at 10.6A.
The quantity e

is a convenient index to gage the amount

of power that might be extracted from a gasdynamic laser.

However, in

reality the actual power extraction is usually less than e
losses in the laser cavity.

due to

Also, all values of emav
given in the present
Uta X

Notes are local values at the nozzle exit, where lui.
from the coupled analysis of Reference 8.

is obtained

Therefore, the present values

of e

account for the kinetic deactivation losses in the nozzle.
max
This is in contrast to previous simpler but less realistic definitions
of maximum available power , which have been based strictly on the
vlbrational energy in the reservoir.

k
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Emphasis 1s again made that eniaX
mav 1s simply a convenient
index that represents an upper limit, and that the actual power
extracted may be quite different.

An accurate calculation of power

extraction must combine a detailed numerical solution of the nonequilibrium supersonic flow in the cavity coupled with a point-bypolnt numerical integration of the radiative transfer equation

1n a direction normal to the flow.

Here, G is the actual gain

( proportional to the actual population inversion) which takes into
i

,

account the local depopulation of the H2 and C02 (v3) levels, and the
population of the CO« (v,) levels due to interaction with the laser radiation.
6 is less than G , which is the small-signal gain coefficient discussed
previously.

This calculation should be at least a "two-dimensional"

analysis, where Iy-varies in the flow direction as well as in the

i

i

beam direction perpendicular to the flow. Such detailed calculations
43
have been performed by Heiche and Harris at the Naval Ordnance
Laboratory (HOL), but they are not generally available in the literature.
However, for the sake of comparison, the following example is given to
compare e

au with the calculated actual power extracted from a GDL cavity,
max
More details on this example can be found 1n Reference 22.

Consider a GDL cavity which is 58.5 cm wide in the beam direction
(transverse to the flow) and 1.5 cm high.

This size is representative

of the NOL 3-Hegawatt Arc Tunnel after it was converted for GDL experiments,
as described in Refereces 11 and 12.

Consider also a very hypothetical

Master Oscillator Power Amplifier (MQPA) arrangement (see section III of

47
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these Notes) consisting of a 1.5 x 10 cm rectangular beam traversing
the cavity with five s1de-by-s1de passes beginning at the nozzle exit.
Hence, power 1s extracted over a cavity length of 50 cm.

Assume that

the input laser beam has a power Pin « 10 KW with a Guassian Intensity
distribution in the flow direction.

Let PQut be the output paver after

u

the last pass.

IIü

With this arrangement, the coupled power extraction - nonequH1br1um

The power extracted from the gas 1s Pg » PQUt - Pin-

gasdynamic analysis of Helche and Harris43 yields the results shown In
Table I for Pfi.
TABLE I
X

H20

e

max
(KJ/lbm)

Pe/n
(KJ/lbm)

at
nozzle
exit

Percent
maSf
available

0.01

23.4

12.2

52%

0.035

19.8

10.5

53%

0.O7

15.7

6.67

43%

n •■ 1.5 lb/sec

For these results, the reservo r temperature and pressure were 1800°K
and 37.5 atm respectively,
area ratio was A /A

a

the mole fraction of CO^ was 0.07, the nozzle

50, and the nozzle throat height was h =0.3 mm.

Three cases with different H«0 mole fractions are shown in Table I.
These results show that, for a GDL the size of the NOL 3-Megawatt
Arc Tunnel, P is on the order of 1/2 the maximum available power
at the nozzle exit.

This serves to Illustrate the difference between
43
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and the actual power extracted.

As a final note on power extraction, several approximate
27 44
methods * are available for predicting power output, generally
based on the estimation of saturation intensity within the cavity
(see section III).

However, for accurate results necessary for reasonable

comparison between theory and experiment, and for detailed GDL design,
i

a coupled numerical solution such as described above is required.

u

D.

COMPARISON BETWEEN THEORY AND EXPERIMENT
The previous discussions have dealt with calculations of

!

6DL performance.

Such calculations clearly show that population

inversions, laser gain, and laser pov/er extraction can occur in
supersonic expansions of (XL-Np-HpO or He mixtures. These calculations
have been generally confirmed by experiment, and such experiments
are the su^.-t of this section.

Also, the results shown in this

section draw heavily on References 11 and 45.
1.

Kinetic Rate Data
The vibrational relaxation times used to obtain the theory

curves in this section are correlations of the data compiled in
reference 38, with the single exception of the water rate, (TC)CO _M O*
46
2 2
Based on recent calculation by Sharma
the present model assumes that
(TCP)C0

U Q

is constant for T < 600°K.

This approximation is not

good for T<200°K, but such low temperatures are usually not encountered
1n the flows of interest here.
2.

Noneguilibrium Gas Dynamics
In the analysis of reference 8, the kinetic rate equations

are fully coupled with the governing flow equations of continuity.
49
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NonequWbrium conditions are Included both

upstream and downstream of the nozzle throat.

The governing equations,

along with their time-dependent numerical solution have been described
1n Section C of these Notes.

Hence, no further elaboration will be

given here.
3.

Small-Signal Gain
The fundamental experimental measurement discussed in this

Section 1s the small-signal gain coefficient, 6 , defined as dIv/lv"
G dx.

Here, Iv

is the intensity of a low power CO« diagnostic

laser beam at 10.6 ym incident on an element of gas of thickness (dx)
1n the supersonic flow, as shown schematically in Fig. 21.
the Intensity increase, dlv, yields a measurement of GQ.

In principle,
The intensity,

I , must be small enough such that the radiation field does not disturb
the population inversion, i.e., such that

C^QOI"''lOO^

^s

col

^sion

dominated.

In this case, G

is directly proportional to the population

inversion.

A detailed discussion and derivation of the small-signal

gain equation is given in Section C.

With the appropriate rotational

constants, a close approximation of eq. (20) for the P(20) transition
of the 10.6

band is

lA

L,-AJeo)( ~J

y„ r y-c
where X «• 10.6 x 10
sec, v

6

m,

T21

e

(«0)

is the spontaneous radiative lifetime - 5.38

1s the collision frequency, and T is in °K.

Equation (40)

assumes pressure line broadening only; Doppler broadening is negligible
50
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DEFINITION OF SMALL-SIGNAL GAIN COEFFICIENT
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for the pressures of Interest at the nozzle exit ( 50 torr).

The

quantities In Eq. (40) are not limited to a specific set of units;
however, they must be consistent, such as the SI system.

The numerical

constants 1n the last two factors have units of °K.
Thus, theoretical vlbratlonal population Inversions (NnQj-Njoo)
are obtained from the analysis of reference 8; 1n turn, these are used
1n Eq. (40)to give theoretical predictions of G
of the 10.6y

band.

for the P(20) transitions

For other P(J) transitions 1n the same band,

Eq. (40) must be appropriately ratioed, assuming rotational equilibrium.
The purpose of the remainder of this section is to compare the theoretically
predicted G with experimental measurements.
4.

NOL 3-Megawatt Arc Tunnel
The HOL 3-Megawatt Arc Tunnel is an arc heated high temperature

supersonic wind tunnel facility

12

.

The artist's conception of Figure 22

shows the major conventional components of the wind tunnel.

Electrical

power is delivered from an AC power supply to the 4 ring, 3 phase AC arc
heater.

Nitrogen (or air) is heated to the desired pressure and temperature

by the arc.

In its conventional wind tunnel configuration, the high

temperature gas passes through the supersonic nozzle into the test cell,
where aerodynamic and heat transfer data are usually obtained.

The gas

then passes through the diffuser, an after-cooler, and to a vacuum pumping
plant.
The arc heater
at HOL (See Figure 23).

47

is of the 4-ring 3 phase AC type developed

Water cooled copper electrodes and liners

are placed within the steel pressure shell.

52

The gas to be heated
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Is Injected into the chamber through a series of holes around
one leg of each electrode.
Li

columns which (due to their self-Induced magnetic field) rotate around
the electrodes.

ii
ii
Ö

The gas 1s heated by the two arc

The arc heater Is capable of operation over a range

of temperatures from 1500°K to 6000°K and pressure of 10 to 70
atmospheres.

Extensive operating experience at pressures of 10 to 35

atmospheres give heater efficiencies of 25 to 60 percent depending upon
the temperature and mass flow required.
For the small-signal gain measurements, the conventional
arrangement shown 1n Figure 22 1s modified.

Specifically, a mixing

chamber, supersonic rapid expansion nozzle and constant area duct
are substituted for the conventional wind tunnel nozzle.

This modified

arrangement is shown in the schematic of Figure 24 and the photo of
Figure 25.

In the mixing chamber, C02 and liquid 1^0 are injected and

mixed with the hot IL from the arc heater.
i i

The hot gas mixture passes

through the supersonic rapid expansion nozzle, where the population

1i

inversion is created.

The two-dimensional, contoured, minimum length

nozzle has a throat height of 1 mm, an inviscid-core area ratio of 20,
and a length transverse to the flow of 585 mm.

The flow passes through

an essentially constant area duct which is provided with a series of
7 viewing ports along its length. The duct is slightly divergent to
account for viscous effects. The output beam (10.6 ym, P(20) transition)
from a homemade dinnnostlc CO2 gas laser (see Figure 26) is directed
Into the duct through an IRTRAN window, reflected from a gold-coated
mirror on the opposite side of the duct, and passed back out the window
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Into a broadband cw laser power meter (Coherent Radiation Labs
Model 201).

The small signal gain along the duct may be measured by

moving the window and mirrors so that the diagnostic laser beam
passes through the desired point location.
I !

The reservoir temperature of the gas mixture entering the
supersonic nozzle 1s determined by use of a one-dimensional mass
flow relationship from a sonic throat condition.

I

:.i

The measured arc

heater pressure and mass flows of the Individual gases (N2, CO?, and
H20) are used with specific heat ratios, compressibility factors, and
gas constants for the mixture to calculate the nozzle reservoir
temperature.

The procedure is similar to that normally used in high
48
temperature wind tunnel systems .
The spectral output of the diagnostic "0- gas laser was
measured with the aid of a Jarrell-Ash model (82003) spectrometer
and a liquid nitrogen cooled detector.

Tne laser was found to operate

predominately on the P(20) transition; the P(18) and P(li5) transitions
also occurred, but were weak enough to be ignored in the small-signal
gain measurements and in the analytical calculations.
The sequence of events leading to a small-signal gain
measurement is as follows.

First, the diagnostic laser and optical

system are aligned to give the maximum power incident on the power meter.
Then, the arc heater is turned on, heating pure IL at a temperature
somewhat above the final reservoir temperature.

When steady flow

conditions are reached in the heater, cold C02 and liquid tLO are
Injected Into the mixing chamber (see Figures 24 and 25)# The power
meter continuously records the power level of the beam after it has
59
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doubly traversed the duct. The beam power W^ measured during the
11

steady flow of the Ng-Ct^-^O mixture and the power W measured
during the preliminary flow of pure Ng yield G from the relationship
wyW0 « exp (G L) where L 1s the geometric path length Inside the duct.
5.

NQL 12.7 cm Shock Tunnel
The arc tunnel discussed above is one means of providing a

reservoir of hot, vibrationally excited gas for subsequent expansion
through a nozzle.

Another means 1s to utilize the shock-heated gas

behind a reflected shock wave in a shock tube.

u

In the present experi-

ments, a conventional pressure driven shock tube is used to provide
reservoir conditions behind a reflected shock wave 1n a mixture of
COp-Np-He.

A nonequilibrium population inversion is created when this

shock-heated mixture expands through a nozzle mounted at the end of
the tube.

The flow then passes through a slightly diverging cavity

where measurements of G are made, and finally exhausts into an
evacuated dump tank.

Some features of the experimental apparatus are

given below, and a schematic of the shock tube arrangement is given
1n Figure 28.
The shock tube is 12.7 cm in diameter and utilizes a single
diaphragm to separate the driver and driven sections.

The driven

section terminates with an end wall plate and a .077 mm thick brass
diaphragm to separate the nozzle from the driven section prior to
performing an experiment.

During operation of the shock tube, the

incident shock wave reflects from the end plate, produces stagnation
conditions for operation of the nozzle, and ruptures the secondary
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diaphragm.

Uniform flow Is maintained through the nozzle for about 1

millisecond.

The nozzle 1s a minimum length, two-dimensional, contoured

slit nozzle with a 1 mm throat height and an tnviscid core area ratio
of 20. The nozzle width 1s 12.7 cm.

A detailed drawing of the shock

tube end wall, nozzle, and cavity is shown in Figure 29.
The shock tube was driven with cold helium in these experiments.
A 5.88% C02 - 55% N2 - 39.12% he mixture commercially obtained from
the Hatheson Company is used as the test gas.

This gas mixture is

supplied with an accuracy of t 2% of each component. The total
Impurities, as stated by Matheson, are less than 200 ppm and the H~
and HpO content were each stated as less than 50 ppm.

Prior to

filling the shock tube with the test gas mixture, it is evacuated to
-3
less than 10 torr.
Experiments were performed for stagnation pressures of 19.47
to 23.56 atmospheres and a range of stagnation temperatures from 1175
to 2240 degrees Kelvin.

The stagnation conditions are calculated from

normal shock relationships assuming local thermodynamic equilibrium
using the method of reference 49 and the measured shock wave speed.
Figure 28 shows the instrumentation for the measurement of the shock
wave speed.

Three quartz piezoelectric pressure transducers (manu-

factured by PCB Piezotronics, Inc.) and electronic counters are used
to measure shock wave transit times.

Pressure is measured using the

transducer nearest the end wall.
Small-signal gain measurements are made downstream of the
nozzle in the laser cavity.

Five ports are spaced along the length

of the cavity to enable longitudinal G profiles to be made.
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measured by directing the beam of a low power diagnostic laser through
the cavity and measuring the increase in power between no flow and flow
conditions.

A schematic of the instrumentation for measurements of

small-signal gain is shown 1n Figure 30. The diagnostic laser is a
Sylvanla Model 948 CCL laser.

The beam is first mechanically chopped

to establish a reference level and then sampled (by means of beam
splitters) to determine wavelength and amplitude stability.

One

sampled beam is directed to a focusing mirror which reflects it to a
grating blazed at 10 micrometers.

This beam is dispersed by the

grating and projected on to an OptEngineering thermal imaging screen
which displays the individual line or lines present and their corresponding mode structures.

The second sampled beam is monitored by

detector #1 to determine the amplitude stability of the diagnostic
laser.

The main probe beam passes through the windows (Irtran 2,

antlreflection coated) of the cavity and is then diffused by reflection
from a rough surfaced aluminum flat to ensure coverage of the active
area of the detector i'Z.

A narrow-band-pass filter is inserted in

the beam path to prevent extraneous radiation from invalidating the
gain measurement.

Detectors #1 and HZ are gold-doped germanium photo-

conductive cells operated at 77°K.
Figure 31 shows a typical oscilloscope trace of the probe beam
as detected auring an experiment.
of the upper trace.
oscilloscope.

The lower trace is a 10X amplification

An upstream pressure transducer triggered the

The flat initial portion of the oscilloscope trace is

representative of a no-flow condition in the cavity.
signal indicates the start of flow in the cavity.

(The upward
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deflection 1s Indicative of gain.).
chopped signal.

The rectangular pulse Is the

The reference 1s Indicated by I and the Increase 1n

Intensity by AI. The value of GQ 1s given by (IQ ♦ Al)/IQ » exp (GQL),
where L 1s the geometric path length (in this case, 12.7 cm for a
single tranverse of the cavity).

The gain measurements were made on

the P(28) and P(30) lines. These lines (rather than the usual P(20)
line) were used because the diagnostic laser was more stable at these
transitions due to mirror misalignment within the laser.
Typical pressure records near the end-wall are shown 1n Figure
32. The Initial abrupt pressure Increase occurs when the Incident
shock wave passes over the pressure transducer. The second large
pressure increase occurs as the reflected shock wave sweeps over the
gauge.

A pressure plateau persists for approximately 1 millisecond

and is subsequently destroyed by wave interactions.
wave interactions are shown in Figure 32.

Two types of

Figure 32a is a pressure

trace of conditions where the reflected head of the expansion wave,
generated by the rupture of the primary diaphragm, eventually interacts with the reflected shock wave. The expansion wave lowers the
pressure and cools th? gas and thus terminates the test after about a
millisecond running time.

By comparison, Figure 32b represents the

Interaction of the reflected shock wave with the contact surface and
the subsequent generation of shock waves which are transmitted back
Into the stagnation region.

These weaker shock waves cause the

additional pressure and temperature increase In the nozzle reservoir
region which occurs after about 1 millisecond of useful test time.
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TYPICAL OSCILLOGRAPH TRACES OF PRESSURE BEHIND THE REFLECTED SHOCK WAVE
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Eventually the pressure rapidly decays, which is indicative of the
arrival of the expansion wave.
6.

Arc Tunnel Experiments
Considering C02-N2-H20 mixtures, small-signal gain measurements

have been obtained In the NOL 3-Megawatt Arc Tunnel as a function of
distance from the nozzle throat.

A measured G profile 1s shown In

Fig. 33, where it 1s compared with the theoretically predicted profile
obtained from the analysis of reference (8).
obtained.

Very good agreement 1s

The slight drop of the experimental data below the theoretical

curve at large downstream distances is to be expected; the real flow
1s influenced by boundary layer growth and weak oblique shock patterns
1n the constant area section whereas the theoretical analysis assumes
an Inviscid, shock-free flow.

The existance of a weak shock pattern
50 51
has been experimentally observed * . In fact, a detailed experimental
investigation of the fluid dynamics of short, minimum length nozzles
1s described in reference 51.
Referring to F<;. 33, the initially rapid increase in 6 as
a function of distance is due to the rapid depopulation of the (100)
C02 level by H20.
a slower rate.
with T.

The (001) level 1s also being depopulated, but at

The peak gain is reached when N,Q0 essentially equilibrates

Downstream of the peak, G decreases due to the continuous

deactivation of the (001) level.

The different rates of relaxation

for the (001) and (100) levels are clearly evident 1n Fig. 34, where
theoretical results for the two vibrational temperatures and the
translatlonal temperature are shown as functions of distance along
the duct.
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In addition, the G measured at a fixed station (1.9 cm downstream of the nozzle exit) 1s shown in F1g. 35 as a function of reservoir
temperature.

Again, the measurements are compared with theoretical

predictions based on reference (8) and again reasonable agreement
1s obtained.
Examining Fig. 35, at lower temperatures GQ Increases rapidly
with T simply because the total vibratlonal energy In the reservoir
Increases.

However, the relaxation rates also increase with temperature.

Moreover, for a nozzle of fixed area ratio, the exit static temperature
increases as T Increases, hence resulting in larger values for N,Q0
(which 1s close to equilibration with T).

For these reasons, G

will peak and begin to decrease if T 1s made large enough. This
behavior is clearly evident in Fig. 35. The magnitude and location
of the peak depends on nozzle shape and size, p and mixture ratio.
All of the previous measurements have been made along
the centerline of the flow.

The minimum length, two-dimensional nozzle

employed for these measurements 1s contoured to provide uniform
flow at the nozzle exit.

Because the flow field 1s two-dimensional,

the fluid elements traveling along different streamlines experience
different flow gradients; thus the nonequ1libr1um history of each
streamline 1s different. This prompts a question regarding the
uniformity of G^ vertically across the nozzle exit. In order to
o
Investigate this question, measurements of G were made off the
centerline In a direction normal to the flow at a station 1.9 cm downstream of the nozzle exit.

These measurements are shown in Fig. 36,
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«id demonstrate a remarkably uniform G distribution across the entire
(j
:

Invlsdd flow region.

These off-centerl1ne gain measurements ere be-

Heved to be the first of their kind, and Indicate that two-dimensional
effects are not serious for such Internal nonequ111br1um nozzle flows.
7.

Shock Tunnel Experiments
Small-signal gain measurements have also been made In C02-

Ng-He mixtures 1n the NOL 12.7 cm Shock Tunnel. The results are shown
In F1g. 37, where G at a fixed station (1.27 cm downstream of the
nozzle exit) 1s plotted as a function of T .

Also shown 1n Fig. 37 are

theoretical predictions for the P(28) and P(30) transitions of the
10.6 y band. These are the transitions on which the diagnostic laser
was operating for the present shock tunnel experiments, as discussed
earlier.

Again, the theory based on reference (8) yields reasonable

agreement with experiment, with the exception of the higher temperature
range where the measured data fall slightly below theory. It Is
Interesting to note that the equilibrium reservoir conditions for
i i

the present measurements indicate 1 percent dissociation for Cl^ at
T ■ 2000°K, growing to 5 percent at TQ ■ 2250°K. The theoretical

. i

results shown in Fig. 37 assume a nonreacting, constant composition
mixture and hence do not account for the partial dissociation of Cup.
This contributes in part to the over-prediction of G at temperatures
above 2000°K.
Small-signal gain measurements for CO^-tU-He mixtures have
13
also been made in a shock tunnel by Christiansen and Tsongas at
the University of Washington.

Some of these data are shown in Fig, 38,

where G is plotted over a wide range of p .
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made at the exit of a wedge nozzle with throat height ■ 2 ran, total
*

Included angle = 30°, and Ae/A * 10.

Also shown 1n Fig. 38 are

the corresponding theoretical predictions from the analysis of
reference (8).

Reasonable agreement 1s obtained between theory and

experiment.
8. Other Experiments
A complete set of GDL Arc Tunnel experiments have been
reported by Lee et al

. They give comparisons between theory and

experiment for small-signal gain and laser power for COp-No-He and
H«0 mixtures.

The nozzle arrangement was an array of 24 Mach 4 nozzles

of 1 mm throat height, in contrast to the single slit nozzles
described in the NOL experiments.

Some of their results for small

signal gain are shown in Figures 39-44, and some power data are shown
in Figure 45. In these figures,which are taken directly from Reference
10, the theoretical gain is obtained from the method of Anderson .
Fairly reasonable agreement is obtained.

The theoretical curves

(the solid curves) for powei in Figure 45 were obtained from an
44
approximate analysis based on Rigrod for various values of mirror
absorptivity. The actual mirror absorptivity in these experiments
1s not known, and Figure 45 illustrates the tenuous nature of power
extraction analyses.

by Howgt

Another set of arc-tunnel 6DL experiments were performed
52
i, Roberts and Barr , and were compared with their detailed

numerical calculations of laser power output.

Discrepancies between

theory and experiment ranged from 7% to 100«, and again illustrates
the difficulties

involved in accurately predicting power extraction
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in a GOL cavity.
Finally» with regard to conventional GDL arc-tunnel experl53
ments, McLeary reports "approximate" agreement between his theoretical
calculations, and the arc-tunnel results presented by Anderson and
Winkler12*
Other shock tunnel experiments are reported by Klosterman
9

1 *i

1A

and Hoffman , Christiansen and Tsongas , Hertzberg et al , Vamos
16
17
54
Tennant et al , Kuehn and Monson , BIHukov et al , Sato and
Sek1gu1h1

, and Gembarzhevskly et al

.

11

,

Thoughout all of these,

comparison between theory and experiment ranged from poor to very good.
At this point, the reader 1s reminded that a conventional
gasdynamic laser operates with an equilibrium mixture of CO«, No

and

H«0 or He 1n the reservoir, Independently of the way 1n which this
hot, high pressure mixture is obtained.

It can be formed in an

electric arc or by means of shock heating, as previously described,
or it can also be formed by chemical combustion as initially reported
by Gerry . Several combustion-driven GDL's have been reported by
1
18
19
20
Gerry , Tulip and Sequin , Yatsiv et al , Heinzer , and Gabai
57
et al . In each of these, comparisons are made with theory, and
again various degrees of agreement are obtained.

Of particular
20
Interest are the extensive parametric tests of Heinzer , including

the effect of H20 on GDL gain all the way to 50% H20 content.

Meinzer

compares his experimental data with resüts obtained from the analysis
o

of Anderson , showing some reasonable agreement.
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A final remark Is in order concerning the comparison of theory
with experiment.

Anderson

25 2fi

*

has recently reported that, based

on the current discrepancies in the existing rate data, an uncertainty
of 25-30% can be expected in any calculation of gasdynamic laser
performance.
i i

These thoughts are given in detail in Appendix A of

the present Motes.

Also, in addition to uncertainties in the kinetic

rates, any comparison between theory and experiment 1s subject to
. I

error due to shock wave and viscous flow effects in the 1 aster cavity;
such effects are generally not included in the existing theoretical
analyses.
E.

INVERSIOUS BEHIND NORMAL SHOCK WAVES
3
Basov and Oraevskii suggested that population inversions

In molecular systems could be obtained by rapid heating of the system,
as well as by rapid cooling as in the case of tht conventional gasdynamic laser.

One of the most rapid ways of heating a gas is by

means of a shock wave. Therefore, let us examine the purely
vlbrational relaxation process behind a normal shock wave in COpH2-He mixtures, and assess what inversions, if any, occur in the
nonequilibrium flow. This problem has been examined by Anderson
and Madden 1n inferences 58-59.
Consider the gasdynamic flow model shown in Figure 46.
We make the standard assumptions of a stationary, discontinuous shock
front with frozen conditions immediately behind the front.

Hence,

at this location p«. To, and u2 are obtained from the standard
calorically perfect gas equations for normal shocks, and ey^b and
83
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are equa

^

t0 the r

^ respective upstream values.

In turn, these

quantities are the boundary conditions for the downstream nonequHlbrlum
flow, which is solved by forward numerical integration of the governing
steady flow conservation equations as functions of distance behind
the shock front. These equations are:
U ~£ •/■/* ffc - &

Continuity:

(#T/f) j^f ¥• f*T/e/* ■+ U £ = O

Momentum:
Energy:
Rate:

#T $£ + u X<* g? +u& (e>tbj_ y^^^O
^fl^x

=

^r

*

c/e^jr m <4fr

(41)
(42)
(«)
(44)

where a * |xHe + |UC() + X^ ), p ='y°RT, and the notation is standard.
The solution is terminated when equilibrium values of the normal shock
properties are closely approached; equilibrium normal shock properties
for C02-N2-He mixtures are known in advance from Ref. 49. A detailed
discussion of the numerical aspects of the present study can be found
in Ref. 59.
Numerical results for a typical case are shown in Figs. 47 and 48.
Figure 47 illustrates temperature variations in the noncquilibrium region
behind the shock front, and clearly shows the rapid equilibration of T ,.
with the translational temperature T, whereas in contrast, T viD
.. H relaxes
more slowly. At a distance of 4 ran downstream of the shock front, all
♦.hree temperatures have equilibrated within one percent of the final
equilibrium temperature, which has been taken from the results of Ref. 59.
The results shown in Fig. 47 reflect a molecular collisional process
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which Indeed leads to population Inversions behind the shock front,
as shown 1n Fig. 48.

These Inversions occur between the (04*0) and

(001) levels and to a lesser degree between the (200) and (001 levels
In C0g.

Examining Fig. 48, near the shock front the Inversions rapidly

Increase due to the rapid population of the excited levels of mode I
while at the same time the excitation of mode II is lagging far behind.
However, the inversion soon peaks and begins to decrease farther downstream as the lower (001) level Is substantially populated.

Note

that, for the given upstream conditions, the inversions persist over
a length from 1-2 mm behind the shock front. The vibrational kinetics
obey binary scaling*, hence, the spatial extent of the population
Inversions can be increased or decreased by a propertional decrease
or increase in p,, keeping T, and u, the same.

Many additional

results obtained from the present study are discussed in Ref. 59.
How do the laser properties of this nonequilibrium shock
flow compare with those obtained by rapid expansions?

First, the

conventional, rapid expansion gas dynamic laser creates a population
inversion between the (001)
Uses at x

B

10.6 .

.d (100) levels In C02 which subsequently

In contrast, the inversions shown in Fig. 48 between

the (04°0) and (001) levels, and between the (200) and (001) levels,
would correspond to laser transitions at bOyoand 22^, respectively.
An Important parameter for gas lasers is small signal gain, 6 , defined
as dl/I ■ Gdz where I is the incident radiation intensity on a slab
of laser gas of thickness dz, and dl 1s the increase in beam Intensity
after traversing tH length dz.

As shown in Appendix A of Ref. (32),
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" ^ ^ IH* where T21 1s the sP°ntaneo'JS radiative
lifetime for a transition between the upper and lower laser levels,
M 1s the corresponding quantum mechanical matrix element, and III 1s the
population Inversion.
22M,

For C02, computed values of M for the 50»,

and 10.6» transitions are 1n the ratio 0.21 x 10"2:0.21 x 1Q~2:0.34 x 10
en

respectively.

Also, the shock Induced population Inversions shown

1n F1g. 48 are approximately one order of magnitude smaller than
typical inversions created In rapid expansion through supersonic
nozzles.

In light of the above numbers, a comparison of G„ a«, 50»

and 22» behind a shock wave with GQ

>
c
at 10.6» 1n a rapid expansion

leads to (Go)50w/(Go)10>6y« 10"4 and i%)22vn%)]0M* 2 x 10~4.
Ciearly, the nonequilibrlum region behind a normal shock wave in C0pN2-He mixtures produces a low-gain medium.

A more detailed discussion

and comparison of these and other laser properties are contained
in Ref. 59.
This study indicates that population inversions occur
behind a normal shock front due strictly to translation-vibration and
vibration-vibration molecular energy exchanges in CO^-No-He mixture:.
However, the laser properties of this shock-induced nonequilibrium
flow are clearly not as promising as those of gas dynamic lasers operating
on the principle of rapid expansion.
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II.
A.

6ASDYNAMIC LASERS:

STATE-OF-THE ART

INTRODUCTION
High energy gas lasers are a modern reality.

Moreover, the

technology of these lasers 1s growing vigorously 1n at least three
directions, namely, gasdynamic, electric discharge and chemical lasers.
The basic physical process common to all these lasers 1s the
competition between stimulated emission aw', absorption of monochromatic radiation, where the radiation (photon) energy corresponds
to the difference between two distinct energy levels of an atomic or
molecular system.

It has been shown In Section I-B that stimulated

emission will win over absorption 1f a population Inversion exists between
the two energy levels, I.e., 1f (f^-Ni) * 0, and therefore laser
energy can 1n principle be extracted from the gas.

In electric discharge

lasers, the upp?r energy level is .referentially populated by collisions
with electrons energized by an electric field; in chemical lasers,
the products of highly energetic chemical reactions are formed directly
1n Y^brationally or electronically excited states with the upper levels
preferentially populated; in gasdynamic lasers, an

initially hot gas

1n thermodynamic equilibrium is rapidly expanded through a supersonic
nozzle, and an inversion is formed by differential relaxation processes
1n the nonequilibrum nozzle flow.

Of these three types of lasers, the

1 2
gasdynamic laser has produced the highest continuous wave power to date * .
The results embodied in References 1,2,f»,8,9-14,16-20,52-57
represent (for the most part) a "first generation" of GDL technology,
where mixtures of C02-N2-H20 or He are utilized at typical conditions
of po«20 atm, T «1200°K, h »1 itm, Ag/A »20, and water mole fraction

ll^g|PIJlpg^!pipwww»M!i;iHBpBwepiw

X^ 0^0.01.

Wg&ggfXIg^r-*-*-'-^ ^i^iÄV-i

(An exception 1s the high pressure work of Hertzberg

and Christiansen

which dtals with pQ 1n hundreds of atmospheres.)

In light of this previous work, the purpose of the present section
Is twofold:

(1) To survey some recent advances which contribute to

the "second generation" of GDI technology, and (2) To present
experimental and theoretical results which typify theese advances.
In particular, this second generation of GDI's 1s characterized by
higher reservoir temperatures and pressures, smaller nozzle throat
heights, larger area ratios, and larger HpO contents.

Moreover,

in some cases new gases and lasing transitions are being employed,
such as the Interesting work of McKenzie

with C0-N«-A mixtures.

As a final Introductory note, 1n the following sections all
theoretical values for small-signal gain and maximum available
energy are obtained from the time-dependent nonequilibrium nozzle
analysis discussed in Reference 8, and are calculated with the
computer code descried in Reference 62.

As discussed in Section I-C,

this analysis fully couples the vibrational kinetic rate equations
with the governing quasi-one-dimensional flow equations of continuity,
momentum and energy.

Nonequilibrium conditions are included both

upstream and downstream of the nozzle throat. A simplified vlbrational
model 1s used which approximates the detailed molecular energy
transfer. The experimental results of References 9-11 show that the
model and analysis of Reference 8 yield reasonable agreement with
experimental data for gasdynamlc laser gain.

Also In the present

discussion, the maximum available energy, emWax
,w, 1s always the local
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value at the nozzle exit; hence, e|nax, takes into account the
vlbrational relaxation In the nozzle.
e

max *s <Mfferent

from tnat

In this manner, the present

defined 1n Reference 1, where the

maximum available energy 1s based on reservoir conditions. The
precise definition and calculation of e

1s given 1n Section I-C

of the present notes.
B.

INCREASED H20 CONTENT
For C02-N2 gasdynamic lasers, the presence of HJ) or He 1s

extremely beneficial for the rapid deactlvatlon of the lower laser
level; Indeed, such a "catalyst" 1s necessary for the production of
high gain and efficient extraction of laser power. The typical
6DL described 1n Reference 1 1s combustion u.Mven, therefore H«0
rather than He 1s the meaningful catalyst for such devices. Experience
gained with the first generation of GDL technology indicated that
gain 1s a very sensitive function of ILQ content; along with the
beneficial deactwation of the lower level, there 1s also the competing
detrimental

deactlvatlon of the upper level due to H,0.

Hence, with

the first generation of GDL's, an optimum amount of HgO 1n the gas
mixture was found to be on the order of 1 percent, i.e., XH

Q

« 0.01.

For H»0 contents much larger than this, the collisional deactlvatlon
of the upper laser level 1s overwhelming. Such effects are shown by
the lower curves in Figures 49 and 50.

In Figures 49 and 50, theoretical

values for peak small-signal gain and maximum available energy,
respectively, are given as a function of XH
the SI system of units, e

Q.

(In the spirit of

1s given in kjoules/kgm; however, the
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■ore common GDL unit Is kjoules/lb , where 1 kjoules/lb ■ 0.454
kjoules/kgm.) The lower curves In both these figures typify the
!
Li

first generation technology, for which the maximum peak gain Is
clearly seen to occur around XH

. .

Q

■ 0.01.

The low value of XH Q«0.01 for optimum gain places a

11

severe constraint on candidate fuels for GDL's; most conventional

I |

fuel-oxldlzer combinations which produce C02 and N2 also produce

u

HgO far 1n excess of 1 percent.

I

(See Reference 63.) Therefore, recent

efforts have been made to study the effects of higher HgO content
on GDL's, say, 1n the range from 1 to 10 percent. In this vein,
Yatslv et al

10

and Tulip and Seguln

to

have operated GDL's with

attendant H~0 contents up to 8 percent.

(Tulip and Seguln have very

recently used gasoline in a GDL.)

Also, some earlier gain measurements
12
made 1n the MOL 3-Megawatt Arc Tunnel
covered a H«0 range from 0 to
6 percent.

These experiments have shown that small-signal gain does

; !

Indeed persist at high tUO content. This 1s also clearly shown by
the lower curve of Figure 49, where G persists for H20 content at
least as high as 10 percent, albeit substantially reduced from its
■

i

S

optimum value which occurs around 1 percent. Of more consequence
for first generation GDL's, however, 1s the drastic reduction of
e

shown in the lower curve of Figure 50 for higher H20 content.

Therefore, we are led to the conclusion that, for the h , T , p and
A /A characteristic of first generation technology, GDL's can
operate with high H20 content, but with severe penalties in efficiency.
I.e., the percentage loss 1n GQ and e|nax 1s very large as XH
Is Increased from 0.01 to 0.1.
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On the other hand, high values of XH

Q

appear to be

much more compatible with second generation technology (hower h ,
higher T0 , p.0 and A6 /A ). This Is clearly shown by the upper
curves of Figures 49 and 50, which typify this newer technology.
For A /A* ■ 50, h « 0.3mm, and T ■ 1800°K, the theoretical results
shown 1n Figure 49 Imply that peak gain 1s maximum for XH jp0.025,
and that this maximum 1s fairly flat for XH

Q

from 0.01 to 0.06.

Indeed, a more detailed study of the theoretical results reveals
that, for the stronger expansions associated with the second generation nozzles, the »ower laser level as well as the upper level
tends to freeze Inside the nozzle.

Hence, more H20 1s necessary

to promote rapid equilibration of the lower level with the translational energy of the gas.

This effect 1s shown 1n Figure 51,

which Illustrates the variations of the upper and lower laser levol
vlbrational temperatures, TQ01 and T10Q, respectively, as a
function of distance for several different values of X|{ Q.
that for XH

0

Note

■ 0.01, the lower level 1s far from equilibrated,

and that values on the order of XH « » 0.04 are needed to promote rapid
equilibration.

Therefore, we are led *- conclude that second

generation GDL's are more amenable to higher H20 content, and that a
wider range of fuels for GDL's 1s now a possibility.
The gain profiles are markedly different between high and
low H20 content.

This is shown 1n Figure 52, where GQ 1s given as a

function of distance downstream of the nozzle exit.
to the case for XH

Q

In comparison

» 0.01, note in Figure 52 that the peak GQ for

Xu A • 0.04 occurs nearer the nozzle exit, and that gain drops off
95
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more rapidly with distance. This Implies a constraint on the laser
' I

Ll

cavity design for mixtures with high H20 content, namely« that
power has to be extracted In shorter distances. However, such rapid
power extraction appears feasible, for example, with an unstable

U

resonator, as described by Gerry , and as discussed In a subsequent

i I

section of these Notes.

U

Ü

The results shown In Figures 49-52 are theoretical, and may
be a bit optimistic. The kinetic rates embodied In these results
are obtained from Taylor and BHterman

38

, with the lower laser

1 j

u

level deactlvatlon rate due to H20 modified to account for the

i I

calculations of Sharma

.

(See Section I-D of the present Motes.)

j I

They do not Include the up-dated rates described in References
i i

25 and 26, and reproduced in Appendices A and B of the present
Notes.

The effect of the newer rates on such calculations, along
15
with a comparison with the experimental data of Vamos , is shown

u
Ll

In Figures 53 and 54.

Vamos has conducted a systematic series of shock

tunnel tests covering 1st generation (Figure 53) GDL's

(20:1

nozzle area ratio), as well as 2nd generation (Figure 54) GDL's
(50:1 nozzle area ratio).

In both Figures 53 and 54, the theoretical

and experimental results for small-signal gain show that G
at hig;i O content.

persists

Therefore, even though the results of Figures

49-52 may be slightly optimistic, the trends and conclusions shown are
still valid.
C.

INCREASED TEMPERATURE
The obvious advantage of Increasing the reservoir temperature,

T0, of GDL's 1s that the reservoir vibrational energy per unit mass
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Effect of water vapor
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are« ratio nozzle, 1 mm throat
height, stagnation condition«
1100'K and 20 ata.
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Variation of small■Tgnal gain with water vapor
content. Location 1.27 cm
downstream of nozzle exit.
Seven mole percent Co.,
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and 37.5 atm. Water production
by addition of Hj and Oj.
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Increases. On the other hand, a disadvantage of Increasing T
Is that collisional deactivation becomes more rapid, and
therefore not all of the Increased reservoir v1brational energy
Is realized at the nozzle exit.
heating of GDL components.

Another disadvantage 1s Increased

However, Increasing T 1s certainly

a viable means of Increasing output power per ur.1t mass flow,
i

and high temperatures are therefore a major characteristic of
second generation GDI's.

Because the nozzle exit temperature

should be low (Tex^*300°K) *n

order t0 kee

P

tne

*ower

laser 1evel

population low, then Increasing T automatically Implies
Increasing A /A .

For GDL's that exhaust to the atmosphere with

a fixed diffuser efficiency, this also automatically Implies
increasing p .

Therefore, 1n light of the above discussion, the

reasons are clear for choosing the conditions which contrast the
first and second generation technology in both Figures 49 and 50.
The purpose of this section 1s to discuss the results
of a numerical experiment which indicate the advantages of Increasing
TQ.

These results are shown 1n Figure 55, where GQ and emax are

plotted versus T .

For each numerical point shown, A /A 1s

different; the area ratio 1s Increased as TQ Increases in order
to maintain Tex1ta300°K.

For the sake of consistency, the reservoir

pressure 1s held fixed at 30 atm for these points, i.e., the GDL
1s assumed to exhaust to a variable back pressure generally less
than 1 atm.
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Examining Figure 55, the Improvements brought about by

p

Increasing TQ from 1200 to 1800°K are clearly seen; peak GQ 1s

"

dramatically enhanced, and e__w Increases by a factor of five.
This Is typical of the Improvements Incurred with second generation

U

technology.
Now, let us postulate a third generation technology where

i

T0 1s further Increased to 2400°K and Ae/A*«100. Here, the

D

to Increased colHsional deactlvation, and the Increase 1n e

il

recall that all the points shown in Figure 55 are for p > constant ■

n

30 atm. If our postulated third generation GDL exhausts to 1 atm,

u

then p0 would have to be higher than 30 atm to overcome the increased

Improvments are not so striking; G 1s beginning to plateau due
1s less than a factor of two between Trt ■ 1800 and 24Q0*K. Also,

total pressure losses associated with higher Mach number flows. An
_

increase in p , by itself, causes increased collisional deactlvation

d

In the flow, and therefore the actual improvements of third generation

0
n

GOL's will be less than those shown in Figure 55. On the other
hand, for GDL's that exhaust to pressures less than 1 atm, the full
advantages shown in Figure 55 might be realized.
In light of the above discussion, the following conclusions
are made. By Increasing T much above 1800°K, only moderate improvements
(factors of 2 or 3) are possible. However, these improvements can be
important. Therefore, a third generation, very high temperature
GDL my be worth further consideration. In the process, many Important
questions will have to be answered; for example, are there appropriate
102
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fuels that yield a 3000°K combustion temperature, and how difficult
will 1t be to maintain the critical elements of GDL hardware at
these temperatures?
D.

BINARY SCALING
1
50
Gerry and Greenberg et al
have pointed out that

current GDL's can be scaled according to the parameter pQh . This

u
u

is anticipated because two-body collisional deactivation dominates
the kinetics. The purpose of this section is to examine in more
detail the Implications of binary scaling on GDL flows.
Figures 56 and 57 contain numerical results for peak G
»nd eM
max . respectively, plotted versus po h for a set of GDL
nozzle flows with the same mixture ratio, nozzle contour, TQ and
A /A ■ 20.
*

Figures 58 and 59 contain similar results, except

that A /A * 50.

*

In each figure, only p and h are varied as shown.

Clearly, the peak G and emax are unique functions of the p0h
II
►4

product, thus explicitly demonstrating the binary scaling.

*

In

addition, several trends are important to note, as follows.
(1) The variation of Go and e_,
maxv with p.h
o is not
linear, I.e., halfing the p h does not necessarily double the gain
*

or e

. This is particularly true for GQ at low values of pQh <1 atm-cm,

as seen in Figures 56 and 58.
(2)

Figures 56 and 58 show that pQh »1 atm-cm 1s a

reasonable value of the binary scaling parameter for high gain. This
50
value has been stated earlier by Greenberg . In the same vein,
Gerry has pointed out a criterion for adequate freezing of the
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nozzle flow, namely, that P0h*<2(p7^ff)T*u* This criterion 1s simply
a statement that, In the throat region, the flow residence time,

IS
SI

h*/u*, should be less than the effective relaxation time, (Pfeff)j*/
pVi(peff)T*/0.5po.

For the flow conditions In Figures 56-59,

2(p7£ff)T*u*«1.25 atm-cm; hence, a value of pQh*«l atm-cm satlfles the
above criterion.
(3)

0
Li

Major Increases In GQ can not be obtained by reducing

ph* below 1 atm-cm. This 1s clearly seen 1n Figures 56 and 58, where
6 essentially reaches a plateau for p h*<l atm-cm.

The basic reason

for this behavior is that, for low values of p h*, both the upper and

j

lower laser levels tend to freeze in the nozzle expansion.

i

In fact,

In the theoretical limit of p « 0, hence p h* » 0, both the upper and

Ü

j

lower laser levels would freeze at their equilibrium reservoir values,
j'

Li

no population Inversion would exist anywhere in the flow, the gain
would be negative and e

would be zero.

These trends are illustrated

1n Figure 60, which gives the vibrational and translational temperatures
for p h* ■ 0.21 atm-cm (solid lines) and 1.2 atm-cm {dashed lines)
as a function of distance from the nozzle exit.
solid lines.

For p h* * 0.21 atm-cm, the tendency for T10Q to

"hang up" is quite evident.
30 cm 1s required before

T,QQ

Indeed, a downstream distance of more than
equilibrates with T.

gain of 1.28 m"1 1s finally achieved.
dotted lines for p h* «1.2 atm-cm.
temperature,

First, consider the

TQQJ, 1S

will reducr G .

At 30 cm, the peak

In comparison, consider the
The upper level vibrational

less than the previous case; by itself, this

However, T10Q has relaxed quite rapidly and 1s
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essentially equilibrated near the nozzle exit; this will favor the
gain.

For this case, a peak GQ of 1.2 m

exit.
With these trends

1n mind, there appears to be little benefit

in striving for exceptionally small values of p0h* 1n gasdynamlc
lasers.

Indeed, 1t appears to be sufficient to satisfy the criterion,

P0h*<2(pT6,ff)T,u*.
E.

CARBON MONOXIDE GPL
In our discussion of modern advance In gasdynamlc lasers, we

would be remiss not to mention specifically the pioneering work of McKenzie 61
with carbon monoxide.

All previous sections of these Notes have dealt

exclusively with COg-!^-^0
transition at 10.6p.
L;

Is achieved near the nozzle

for gasdynamic lasers.

or

C02-»*2-He mixtures, with the laslng

However, this 1s by no means the only possibility
McKenzie has reported independent experimental

and theoretical results for population inversions and laser power

U

extraction Ih'rapidly expanding C0-N2-Ar mixtures. The details are
clearly explained in Reference 61, and hence no elaboration will be
given here.

However, the following important points are emphasized.

The molecular kinetics of CO-i^-Ar mixtures rely upon the freezing
of vlbrational energy In IL and CO, both of which have unusually
long relaxation times.

Furthermore, vibrational energy is pumped

from il2(v*l) to C0(v»l), similar to the conventional C02-N2 system.
However, the similarity stops there, because tne vibrational energy
1s rapidly distributed upward to the higher lying levels of CO due

108
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to rapid vibration-vibration (V-V) transfer.

u

<w

The anharmon1c1ty

of these upper levels promotes the rapid V-V transfers, as discussed
by Treanor et al

.

The net result 1s a non-Boltzmann distribution

of molecules among the upper CO vlbrational levels,

This distribution

may lead to a vlbratlonal population Inversion 1n the usual sense (more
particles in an upper vlbratlonal level than a lower level); or
i

more likely 1t will result In a partial Inversion for a given rotationvibration transition, even though a total vlbratlonal Inversion does
not exist.

! !

Moreover, the CO gasdynamic laser generally emits

simultaneously at a number of wavelengths 1n the 5» range.

All these

points may add up to an order of magnitude Improvement of CO over
conventional COp-Np GDL systems in terms of power output per unit
enthalpy flux of the flow61.
The CO gasdynamic laser suffers from one practical
disadvantage — the requirement for high [fact, number flows.

The

population inversions in CO are enhanced by very low translational
temperatures of the gas, on the order of 60°K.

In order to achieve

such a low temperature, the flow must be expanded in supersonic nozzles
with area ratios (exit to throat area) on the order of 1000 — a
factor of 20 larger than conventional GDL's.

To an aerodynamicist,

this Implies high Mach number flows with large total pressure losses.
Since many practical applications of GDL's involve exhausting the gas
to the atmosphere, then either extremely high reservoir pressures are
required, or a dramatic breakthrough in supersonic diffuser technology
Is necessary.

This amounts to a serious limitation on the practical

use of such lasers.
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DOWNSTREAM MIXING GASOYNAHIC LASERS
How do we squeeze the most out of the g dynamic User

concept? The answer to this question may rest In some recent work on
downstream mixing GDL's, which represents the frontier of gasdynamlc
laser research today.
Consider a conventional C02-N2-H20 or He GDL as discussed 1n
these Notes.

Emphasis 1s made that the primary reservoir of energy

for laser extraction 1s 1n the vlbrationally excited N2, even though
the laser emission Itself occurs via the C02 molecule*.

Of course,

one purpose of the supersonic nozzle expansion 1s to freeze as much of
this vlbratlonal energy as possible.

Pure N2 has an extremely long

relaxation time*, hence 1t readily freezes In a rapid expansion.

However,

In a conventional GDL where both C02 and H20 (or He) are present 1n
addition to H2 in the nozzle expansion,such molecules act as a contaminant
to the \l~.

As a result, the C02-N2-H20 or He mixture relaxes faster

than pure Il2, giving lower vibratlonal temperatures, hence lower
i_I

available laser power. This is shown schematically in Figure 61.

In

addition to this consideration, to obtain maximum laser power, the
reservoir temperature, T , should be made as high as possible. The
higher the temperature, the more vlbratlonal energy 1s present in the
gas and subsequently more laser power can be obtained.

However, in

conventional GDL's, T Is limited to values around 2300°K; above this
temperature, CO« begins to chemically dissociate, and laser performance
begins to deteriorate. This 1s in contrast to the dissociation of !12,
which occurs above 4000°K.
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In light of the above» the rader can clearly see two major

u

advantages in constructing a gasdynamlc laser which expands pure
N~ through a supersonic nozzle, and then mixes CO, and O or He
downstream of the nozzle exit.

Here:

(1)

Reservoir temperatures can exceed 4000°K, and

(2)

More efficient freezing of the N2 vlbratlonal energy 1s
obtained.

Such a device 1s called a downstream mixing gasdynamlc laser, and Is
shown schematically 1n Figure 62.

If the Ideal situation of Instantaneous

mixing 1s assumed, then for the conditions shown in Figure 62, a nonequlHbrium calculation using the method of Reference 62 Indicates a
maximum available power of over 300 KJ/lbm. This is an order of magnitude
improvement over the existing 2
II above.

nrl

generation GDI's discussed in Section

In fact, this number is compared with other laser concepts

In Figure 63, which clearly indicates why there is current interest in
such a device.
However, there are obvious problems.
«. I

Mixing does not occur

Instantaneously, and throughout the finite mixing region of a real flow,
vlbratlonal deactivation will constantly decrease the available power.
The question 1s:

Does enough deactivation occur during mixing to negate

the whole concept? Work 1s being done to answer this question, as
described below. There are other problems.

For example, can the

nozzles be made of materials that can withstand such high temperatures
in the small nozzle throats? How can we produce N« at 4000°K on a
continued, practical basis? Also, recall that high Mach number nozzles
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•re required to Insure that the gas translatlonal temperature
(hence the lower laser level population) 1n the cavity will be
low.

Hence, can dlffusers be developed that will allow exhausting the

flow to the atmosphere? Can the flows be mixed without Inducing
strong shock waves or major turbulence 1n the laser cavity that degrade
beam quality?
The advantage of high power output obtained 1n a downstream
mixing GDL encourages work on this concept, even in the face of the
above problems.
Bronfln et al

Some early experimental work has been performed by
using arc-heated tl2 with C02-He Injected vertically

into the supersonic flow 1n the cavity.

Their results were the

first to demonstrate the potential of the downstream mixing concept.
However, this work was not pursued, presumably due to concern about
\ I

u

shock waves, hence poor beam quality, in the cavity,

.tore recently,

downstream mixing GDI. experiments using tangential mixing have been

J

II

reported by Hilewskl et al

in a shock tube.

contains more recent data than Reference 67.)

(Mote:

Reference 68
52
Also, Howgate et al

report some similar measurements with COg Injected both at the nozzle
exit and upstream of the throat.

However, the most complete

investigation by far has been conducted by the team of Borghi and
Charpenel

, who have performed detailed vlbrational nonequlHbrium

flow field calculations of tangential downstream mixing using a finitedifference solution of the turbulent boundary layer equations, and of
Taran, Charpenal and Borghi

, who report a systematic series of arc-

tunnel experiments complementing the theoretical predictions.
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of the results of Taran et al

are shown 1n Figures 64-68. They

examined mixing downstream of the nozzle exit (Figure 64) as well
as mixing 1n the throat region (Figure 65). Theoretical results for
gain profiles are shown In Figure 66 for mixing downstream of the

u

exit» and In Figure 67 for mixing In the throat region.

Clearly,

mixing in the throat region shows higher gains by an order of
magnitude. This should not be construed as a general result; rather,
it is due to the investigator's choice of mixing a high Mach number
stream of N2 with a low Mach number stream of C02, as shown in
Figure 64.

As a result, a considerable amount of the high total

temperature of the N« stream was recovered in the cavity, leading to
high static temperatures (800-1000°K), hence low gains.

This choice

of mixing high and low Mach number streams was made to enhance the
mixing process.

ii

Such a high temperature recovery was not obtained

in the scheme shown in Fio.re 65. These theoretical results were

n

reasonably confirmed by arc-tunnel results, exemplified by the

"

experimental data shown in Figure 68.

The reader is urged to study

References 69 and 70 for a full exposition of these studies. They
represent the frontier of the state-of-the-art.

In fact, for the

ii
if

reader's convenience, Reference 70 is reproduced as Appendix C of the

H

present Notes.
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III OPTICAL CAVITY CONSIDERATIONS AND

[J

FLUID DYNAMIC PROBLEMS

u

A. INTRODUCTION
To this point we have discussed the many facets of GDL's

j'j

which bear on population Inversion, small-signal gain and maximum available
power. To a lesser extent, some of the aspects of power extraction were

1j

considered 1n Section IC. However, power extraction 1s more than just

p.

solving the radiative transfer equation, dl/I = G dy between mirrors 1n
the cavity, coupled with the nonequ111br1um supersonic flow.

It 1s also

a matter of considering the optical design of the cavity, taking Into
Li

account the actual path of the light rays (geometric optics), mirror
losses (such as absorption), diffraction (physical optics), and the

i i

density 1nhomogene1t1es of the flowing gas which cause phase distortions
In the laser beam.

In essence, the basic philosophy of optical cavity

design 1s stated by Clark :

"Achieve the maximum output power in a

beam with minimum divergence, limited only by diffraction." Such
considerations are the subject of this section.
Also, emphasis is made that the optical phase distribution
across the output beam from a laser cavity should be constant (uniphase),
and that the beam divergence angle should be as small as Nature allows
! |
I -t

(limited only by diffraction through the output aperture).

For these

conditions, the laser beam can be focused to a spot of minimum diameter.
Any deviation from these conditions will reduce the beam intensity in
the far field.
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CAVITY TYPES
1.

Amplifiers
The first generation of GDL's have extracted power by using

the cavity as an amplifier, such as shown 1n Figure 69. Here, an
Independent beam from a C02 laser (usually a "conventional" electric
discharge laser) 1s fed Into the GiX. cavity through an Input aperture.
This CO« laser 1s called the Master Oscillator (HO).

The beam 1s then

reflected back and forth Inside the GDL cavity for several passes,
being amplified by the laser medium on each pass. On the last pass,
the beam leaves the cavity either through small holes In the output
mirror or through some type of window.

At present, extracting the

last pass through a solid window is impractical because current window
materials can not tolerate the high heating loads Imposed by the high
power beam.
later.

This leads to the use of aerodynamic windows, to be discussed

Referring again to Figure 69, the cavity is acting as a power

amplifier (PA), and the whole arrangement of oscillator and cavity is
called the Master Oscillator Power Amplifier (MOPA). The number and
arrangement of passes through the cavity depend on the designer's
intentions; several possible geometries are shown in Figure 69, which
1s taken from Reference 71.
There are three major advantages of the MOPA for extracting
power:
(a) The imput beam from the Master Osclllat;-, assuming
it 1s properly designed, 1s already 1n constant phase.
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Typical amplifier folding
geometries.
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amplifier medium 1n the cavity 1s homogeneous, then the output beam
should be of constant phase also.

Q

(b) The power level of the output beam of a MOPA can be
readily Increased or decreased simply by controlling the Input beam

0
D
Li

from the MO. This adds a certain flexibility to GEM. operation.
(c) The tlmewlse (temporal) variation of the output beam can
also be controlled In a similar manner.
Referring again to Figure 69» a disadvantage of the MOPA 1s
that most of the power available 1n the supersonic gas 1n the cavity

U

Is extracted only during the last beam pass; the role of the other passes
Is simply to build up the Intensity so that the last pass reaches
saturation Intensity.

At saturation intensity,, the beam is extracting

energy from the C02 molecules just as fast as the !!2 can pump energy
Into the upper laser level (001) of C0?.

In the meantime, during the

earlier beam passes that occur upstream of the last, saturating pass,
available laser energy in the gas is being lost due to colHsional
deactivation of the molecules.

Hence, a IDPA arrangement is in general

an Inefficient way of extracting the available laser energy.
2.

Resonators
A resonator is a self-contained extraction device, where the

laser radiation is initially triggered by random spontaneous emission
and then rapidly increased by stimulated emission in a direction
perpendicular to mirrors on both sides of the cavity.

7hrce types of

resonators are shown in Figure 70, taken from Reference 71.

Resonators

have the advantage of rapidly building up saturation intensity within
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Types of Laser Resonators,
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the cavity, hence being more efficient in general than the MOPA
discussed above. They have the disadvantage of allowing no Intensity
control, and the optical alignment 1s more difficult than IKJPA's.
I j

L i

However, their efficient operation, which Is related to their ability
to extract energy 1n a short flow length, makes such resonators of

LJ

extreme Interest In GDL design.
There are basically three types of resonators, and they all
have been used at one time or another on a GDL.
shown 1n Figure 70.

These types are

The major distinction between them 1s that

light rays which are slightly off-axis tend to "walk out" of the
_)

plane-parallel and unstable resonators, but are contained by the
stable resonator.
Diffraction plays a very Important role in determining what
type of Intensity pattern exists in the output laser beam which emerges
from the output mirror.

As stated by Clark

, to produce a phase

coherent beam, all parts of the laser cavity should share energy through
diffraction.

In this way, the optical phases of all the emitting molecules

are locked together through cross-coupling within the cavity, and a
laser beam of the lowest order transverse mode will be produced.
cavities do this job better than others.

Some

For example, a number of

laser transverse modes can oscillate within a cavity, each producing
a different intensity pattern in the output beam.

The intensity

patterns associated with twelve of these modes are shov/n in Figure 71,
which 1s taken from Reference 72. The best quality laser beam Is one
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Mode patterns of a gas laser oscillator (rectangular symmetry).
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where a single mode 1s operating, with that mode being the lowest order
TEM

mode.

(TEH means transverse electromagnetic mode.) This mode

produces the single spot seen 1n the upper left comer of Figure 71.

D
1!

Unfortunately, 1t 1s very difficult to obtain single mode operation;
Indeed, most GDI's have 1n the past operated multi-mode.
What 1s the problem that causes multi-mode operation?

First,

consider a stable resonator, and define the Fresnel number, Nf, as

Ü

NF ■ r /dx, where r ■ mirror radius, d * distance between mirrors and

U

X Is the laser wavelength.

Stable resonators with high and low Fresnel

numbers are shown 1n Figure 72.

Diffraction effects in the long cavity

(the low Fresnel number cavity) are stronger; this can be seen by
Inspection of Figure 72 where a slightly off-axis ray effectively has
a long enough distance between mirrors to cross-couple with large regions
of the cavity.
i i

\Tn
iPy-Ati .£»*_ _.

\

Z

)

\

H/GH /V/r

LOW

M? cxr/ry

crtvtry
Fig. 72

Hence, a low Fresnel number cavity has a good chance of operating
with the lowest order mode.

On the other hand, again looking at
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Figure 72, the opposite 1s true of a high Fresnel number cavity.

j j

This Is also seen 1n Figure 73, taken from Reference 71.

For a large

Np, the stable resonator can set up several Independent modes of
operation, with little cross-coupling by diffraction.

1 j
U
|

Unfortunately,

to handle the large mass flows characteristic of GDI's, the cavity

has to be a fairly high Fresnel number cavity.

A partial solution

1s to use an unstable resonator as shown 1n Figure 73.

Even though

Np may be large, the rays of an unstable resonator spread out
i

i j
u

within the cavity, and provide the desirable strong cross-coupling.
Hence, 1n an unstable resonator, it 1s more difficult for the
higher order transverse modes to oscillate.

For more details, the

reader 1s urged to consult Reference 71.
B.

CAUSES OF 0EAI1 DISTORTION IU GDL's
All of the above discussion has assumed that the laser medium

LJ

(the supersonic flow in the cavity) is homogeneous.

If the medium is

not homogeneous, then additional sources of phase distortion are
present.
1.

These additional sources are examined in the present section.
Shock Waves
There are two principal sources of shock waves in the GDI

cavity, and these are shov/n in Figure 74, taken from Reference 73.
The nozzle of a GDL is really a bank of small nozzles in a row «
small nozzles to promote vibrational freezing in the expansion.

This

1s shown in the top sketch of Figure 74, which looks down on the top
view of a GDL.

Here we see the minimum length contour of such nozzles,
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Transverse mode selection for
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CDL

u
as well as a diamond shock pattern coming from the nozzle tips.
Flow Is from left to right, and the laser beam 1s transverse to the flow
as shown. The flow at the exit of each nozzle 1s not exactly parallel;
this 1s due to truncation of the nozzles to obtain structural strength
at the tips, and due to the boundary layer growth along the nozzle walls
as well as the wake growth downstream of the tips. Hence, a diamond
shock pattern Is always a characteristic of such mult1-nozzles,
74
and was observed long before the advent of gasdynamlc lasers . A
detailed survey of these disturbances, as well as other fluid dynamic
aspects of gasdynamlc lasers, can be found in the recent, excellent
survey by Russell In Reference 75.
This diamond shock pattern Is generally weak. Moreover,
If the laser beam cuts across these shocks in the direction shown
in the top of Figure 74, then the optical path will essentially be
the same for each ray and phase distortion will be minimized. Hence,
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the shocks emanating from the nozzle tips are not a major problem.
This 1s not the case for the shocks that come from the top
and bottom walls of the nozzle array.
bottom sketch of Figure 74.

Such shocks are shown in the

Here we are looking at a side view of the

GDL, where the nozzle entrance, throat and exit are shown as the
vertical lines.

Flow 1s still from left to right.

Consider the

expansion in the nozzles. The pressure, density and temperature drop
so rapidly in the nozzle throat region that the boundary layer displacement
thickness on the flat top and bottom walls experiences an almost discontinuous
increase. This appears as a compression comer to the flow, and triggers
the two oblique shocks emanating from the top and bottom walls shown
in Figure 74.

Here, the rays of the laser beam are parallel to the

plane of the shocks, and the optical length of the rays can vary
substantially across the beam, depending on the density of the different
regions of the shock pattern.

As a result, these top and bottom

shocks can cause substantial phase distortion.
There are two solutions to this problem. One is gasdynamic,
73
and is discussed by Simons . It involves the simple aspect of
contouring the top and bottom walls in the nozzle throat region in
such a fashion as to cancel the displacement thickness growth.
1s Illustrated in Figure 75, taken from Reference 73.

This

However, precise

contouring of the top and bottom walls is a serious fabrication
complication for the construction of GDL's.
by Director

A compromise is discussed

, who shows experimentally that the oblique shock waves

can be sufficiently mitigated by simply diverging the top and bottom
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CDL Wall Contour
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walls by a constant small angle on the order of a degree or so.
The other solution Is optical.

Hoffman and Jones77 have suggested

the phase candllatlon optical configuration shown 1n Figure 76.

Fig. 76

Phmsc Cancellation Optical Configuration

I t

This 1s characterized by a symmetric beam path arrangement wherein each
ray cuts the shock waves an equal number of times and each pass traverses
the flow at the same angle.

Si

an arrangement applies, of course,

to the HOPA type of optical cavity design; it is not really applicable
to resonators. This phase cancellation idea has led to an order of
77
magnitude improvement in beam quality , and 1s Illustrated in Figure 77,
obtained from Reference 75.
As a result of both the above solutions, the serious beam
quality problems originally encountered with the cavity shock waves have
gradually been minimized.

In fact, in a properly designed "clean flow"
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nozzle and cavity, random turbulence 1n the flow may be the limiting
factor on beam quality Instead of the shock waves.
j I
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Fig. 77

2. Turbulence
There 1s not much that can be said about turbulence at the
present time, and its quantitative effect on phase distortion.

Given

the extent and spectrum of the turbulence of the flow in the cavity,
the analysis of Sutton 78 allows a calculation of its effect on the
beam 1n the far field.

However, a prediction of the turbulence level

generated within the boundary layers and wakes, and that which propagates
downstream from the reservoir and subsonic potions of the nozzles,
1s difficult tu obtain.

Hov/ever, we can catagorically state that

random turbulence will always create a temporal phase change distortion
in the beam, and that such turbulence can be the fundamental limiting
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factor In obtaining the best beam quality .
Li

3.

Hon-un1form Gain Profiles
Recall that small-signal gain 1n a GDL varies with distance

as shown 1n Figure 33, and as sketched 1n Figure 78 for cases with and
LJ

without power extraction.
across the laser beam.

Clearly, gain varies through the cavity and

Such a non-uniform gain profile ultimately

leads to a non-uniform Intensity variation across the output beam.
This Is shown 1n Figure 79, obtained from Reference 71.

Here, the

Intensity distribution of the Input beam in a MOPA (a Gaussian profile)
Is compared with the corresponding output Intensity distribution.

Mote

that the upstream edge of the output beam (where gain is high) peaks
to a very high value.

These results clearly show the non-uniformity

of the output beam as caused by a non-uniform gain profile.
The results shown in Figure 79 were computed based on geometric
optics.

However, in the region of peal; intensity on the upstream

side, diffraction is Important.

Figure 80, also obtained from Reference 71,

shows the same case, except a more complicated, physical optics
calculation is used to obtain the output intensity distribution.

The

effect of diffraction 1s to smooth out the sharpness of the peak as
predicted from geometric optics in Figure 79.

However, Figure 80 stil'i

shows a very non-uniform intensity distribution across the beam.
The amount of power contained 1n a focused beam in the far
field does not seem to be materially reduced by a non-uniform distribution
in the near field.

However, the peak levels of the non-uniform intensity

distribution may cause local overheating of the cavity output mirror
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Geometrical optics calculation of gain saturation
induced distortion in a
GDL amplifier.
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or window, which could cause major problems. Therefore, such nonuniform peaks as shown 1n Figure 80 must be accounted for 1n mirror
and window design.
C. AERODYNAMIC WINDOWS
The preceding paragraph suggests that problems may arise with
mirrors and windows in high power lasers.

In fact, how do we physically

extract the high Intensity laser beam from the cavity, and allow it to
pass to the surrounding atmosphere? One technique was mentioned in
Sections IC and D, namely, to have a number of holes in the output mirror
through which a portion of the radiation can pass. This 1s effective
In extracting raw power, but causes major problems with beam quality.
Incidentally, air leaks from the outside into the cavity through these
holes can have a deleterious effect on the supersonic flow in the cavity
and diffuser.

An alternative technique is to simply extract the beam

through a solid window.

However, a certain amount of the laser energy

1s always absorbed by the window material, and for high energy lasers,
the window heating causes a rapid deterioration of ivs transparency.
In fact, at present there are no existing solid windows for practical
use on high energy lasers.
A third technique, and the one v/hich is most viable for
present high energy lasers of all types — electrical, chemical and
gasdynamic, is to extract the beam through an aerodynamic window.
To understand the principle of such windows, recall that expansion
and shock waves in supersonic flows can support substantial pressure
differences.

This is illustrated 1n Figure 81.

In a GDL, the cavity

pressure is generally 0.1 atm, and the outside ambient pressure is 1 atm.
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Referring to Figure 81, expansion and compression waves can clearly act
as a boundary between such pressure ratio?, where Pj and p2 represent
I

is

the cavity and ambient pressures respectively. This 1s the underlying
Idea of the aerodynamic windows shown in Figure 82, obtained from
Reference 79.

Here, three types of windows are Illustrated.

All three

use a convergent-divergent nozzle to expand the flow to supersonic

u
U

speeds.

In the expansion window, an expansion wave 1s formed at the

nozzle Up on the cavity side.

In the compression window, an oblique

shock wave 1s formed at the nozzle Up on the ambient side. The
shock-expansion window combines both of the above wave systems.

In all

three, the laser beam propagates out of the low pressure cavity,
through the expansion and/or shock wavt:, and Into the ambient air
at 1 atmosphere.

Since air is almost transparent at 10.6p, the laser

intensity is not attenuated.

Of course, with the aerodynamic window,

there are no material heating problems.
A drawback of aerodynamic windows is that they require high
79
mass flow rates of dry air or \L> Parmentier has shown that the mass
flow is proportional to the square of the aperture diameter, D {see
Figure 82).

His results are shown in Figure 83 for the compression

window, and in Figure 84 for the expansion and shock-expansion windows.
Clearly, for meaningful aperture sizes on the order of 10-20 cm, large
79
mass flow rates are required. Parmentier points out that the shockexpansion window requires the smallest mass flow of any of the three
types.
There are density variations in the beam direction through
an aerodynamic window, hence there are phase distortions introduced
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by the window Into the beam.

For the expansion or compression windows,

the phase distortion 1s linear which results In simple beam shearing,
but no degradation 1n the far field.

The density distributions through

a shock-expansion window calculated by the method of characteristics
79
are given by Parmentler , and are shown 1n Figure 85. The corresponding
phase distortion 1s shown in Figure 86.

Ü

0

ID

Parmentler has conducted experiments with a shock-expansion
window which are reported 1n Refeiwnce 79.

Among these tests, an Independent

CO* laser beam from an electric discharge laser was passed through a 4 cm
aperture aerodynamic window, as shown in Fig. 87. The results for the
output beam intensity distribution are shown 1n figure 88, which indicates
only a small effect of the flow on the beam.
The results of Parmentier clearly show the feasibility, indeed
the necessity, for aerodynamic windows on high power gas lasers.

D
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IV EPILOGUE

\ i

It 1s the author's hope that a serious student with no prior
familiarity with gasdynamic lasers can, by studying these Notes and by
examining the cited references, bring himself to the forefront of
GOL understanding and the state-of-the-art.

However, the technology

of such lasers 1s developing rapidly, and what 1s the state-of-the-art
today can become "classical" tomorrow. Therefore, the reader 1s
encouraged to build on these Notes by keeping up with the modern literature,
and Indeed making his own contributions in the laboratory or 1n the
theory of lasers.

In the pressing energy conversion problems of today,

high energy lasers will have a multitude of applications.

We have

just scratched the surface so far.
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ABSTRACT
Recent data for the vlbratlonal energy exchange rates associated with C02-N2-H2O gas lasers
art compared with previous compilations. From
this, current uncertainties In the rate data are
established. Using an existing computer code, a
study 1s made of the sensitivity of gasdynamlc
laser performance to these uncertainties. The
results show that present-day calculations of
gasdynamlc laser gain and maximum available power
are subject to at least a 25 percent Inaccuracy
due to such rate data uncertainties.

I.

tainties In the measured kinetic rates, and (2)
how sensitive are calculations of gasdynamic laser
performance to these uncertainties? The purpose
of the present investigation Is to answer these
questions.
In particular, the rates, their uncertainties, and some details concerning their
effect on gasdynamlc laser small-signal gain and
maximum available power are discussed In Section II.
The quantitative sensitivity of gasdynamlc laser
calculations to each vibrational kinetic energy
exchange reaction is defined in Section III, and
bar charts are presented which graphically
demonstrate the absolute uncertainties which
currently exist In such calculations. Finally,
those particular reactions which have the most
influence on gasdynamic laser gain and maximum
available power are clearly delineated.

INTRODUCTION

The first successful demonstration of a

COu-N. gasdynamlc laser took place In 1965, as
described by Gerry* '. Since then, the state-ofthe-art has blossomed and matured at a rapid rate,
as surveyed in References 2-4. In particular, a
number of gasdynamic laser experiments have been
(7-9)
carried out in arc tunnels (5-7) shock tunnels
and combustion driven devices' *
'. In many
of these experimental investigations, comparisons
have been made with theory for small-signal laser
gain and/or laser power extraction. Fair agreement has been obtained in so.iie but not all cases.
With the rapid development of such lasers, there
is an Increasing need to obtain closer agreement
between prediction and experiment; indeed, it Is
desirable to calculate gasdynamic laser performance as accurately as possible — ultimately to
within a few percent.
At present, there is an Inherent limitation
to the accuracy with which such calculations can
be made, namely, the uncertainty in the pertinent
vlbratlonal kinetic rates. The heart of a gasdynamic laser Is the nonequillbrium nozzle expansion in which the population Inversion is created,
and the laser cavity downstream of the nozzle exit
wnere power is extracted. In both these regions
the computed nonequillbrium flow (and hence the
theoretical laser performance) Is dependent on a
complex finite-rate vibrational energy exchange
mechanism which is still not yet fully understood.
For the CO.-N.-HjO mixture common to most gasdynamic lasers, at least eight distinct vlbratlonal kinetic rates must be utilized in the calculations. In turn, uncertainties in these rates will
cause Inaccuracies in the computed gasdynamic
laser performance. Hence, two questions inmediately arise: (1) what are the present uncer-

The calculations of gasdynamlc laser performance In the present paper were made with an
existing computer program described in Reference
13. This computer code is based on the timedependent nonequillbrium nozzle flow analysis
discussed In References 14 and 15, and applied to
gasdynamic lasers in Reference 16.
11.

RATES AND UNCERTAINTIES

The vibrational kinetic rates pertinent to
COg-N? gas lasers were examined and compiled by
Taylor and Bittennan, first in 1967 (Reference 17)
and slightly updated in 1969 (Reference IS).
These references are timely and excellent surveys,
and have become a standard source for laser calculations. However, in 1969, References 17 and
18 clearly show that a large scatter existed In
much of the data; moreover, for a few rates, only
one set of data were available. Hence, in the
present paper, additional C02-N2-H20 vibrational
rates measured or calculated since 1969 are presented along with the standard Taylor and Bittermar
data; this is an effort to assess uncertainties
which currently exist in these rates. (Some of
the rates measured since 1969 have been recently
catalogued in an unpublished memorandum by D. W.
Hall*19'. The present author gratefully acknowledges the help of this memorandum as a reference source.)
The reactions that must be included In the
calculation of small-signal g\tn and maximum
available power in gasdynamic lasers are:

f

ch was supported by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research under AFOSR Grant
Th1s research
computer time
No. 74-2575i, with Captain Lloyd R. Lawrence, Jr. as Program Manager. A portion of the compu
was kindly provided by the Computer Science Center of the University of Maryland.
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l. COJ (v2) ♦ HjOStCOj ♦ H20
♦ H20^N2 ♦ H20

2.

HJ

3.

W

(v3) ♦ H,0*±C02

4.

«1
»I

(v2) * HZZ± C02 ♦ N2

»I

(v3) ♦ C02**C02***(v2) ♦ C02

S.

2

6.
i...

7.
8.

i,.

(2) The solid curves delineate the rates used
by the present author In earlier calculations of
«asdynamlc laser properties*2'4, 7« ,6, 23, 24).
The solid curves will be denoted as "reference"
rates In the present paper. Simple correlations
Of these rates are given In Appendix A of Reference
23, which Is a modified version of the earlier
correlations given In Appendix A of Reference 24.
These correlations were originally obtained from
the "best fits" given In the 1967 report of Taylor
and Bltterman*'7', which for some reactions differ
from the results shown In the 1969 paper by the
same authors* '.

(v2) ♦ H20

(v2) ♦ C02^±2C02
(v3) ♦ N2**C0j** (v2) ♦ N2

N2 ♦ N2*±2N2

For such calculations, the pumping rate between excited N- and C02(001), as well as the Fermi
resonance between C02 (100) and C02 (020), are
considered to be sufficiently rapid that local
equilibrium Is established between l»2 and C02
(v.) as well as between CO- (vj) and C02 (v2).
Hence, the rates for these reactions are not con»
sidered here. However, 1t should be noted that
recent Information has raised son» questions about
the local equilibrium normally assumed between the
C02 (vj) and C02 (v~) modes. Specifically, Rosser,
Hoag and Gerry' ' present data which Indicate that
such equilibrium may not exist for all laser conditions. This contention Is further supported by
Bulthtus* ', who presents a measured rate for
energy transfer from the (100) to (020) level
which is an order of magnitude slower than previously reported values, and prompts a comment that
the vibrational temperatures of the CO- (vj) and
C02 (v2) modes are not always the same, particularly during peak power extraction. On the other
hand, De Temple et al' ' countered these contentions by presenting measurements for the decay
rate of CO- (100) which are an order of magnitude
faster than those of Rosser et al * '. Oe Temple
et al feel that their measurements are more representative of the intrinsic V-V relaxation process,
whereas those of Reference 20 are more characteristic of a V-T process under the influence of a
perturbing radiation field. This matter, albeit
an important one, is still 1n a state of flux;
until it Is resolved, the assumption of local
equilibrium between the CO- (v,) and CO- (v2) modes
appears to be the only logical recourse for gasdynamic laser calculations.
The effect of H.,0 on the laser process is
governed by reactions 1-3 above. The role of H.,0
Is quite Important; Indeed, the deactlvation of
the lower laser level by H20 has been considered in
the past to be the pivotal reaction for CO--N2-H20
?#sdynamic lasers. The rate data for this reaction
s compiled in Figure 1. In this and other figures
to follow, the lines and symbols are identified as
follows:

(3) The dotted lines represent fast and slow
rates chosen for performing numerical uncertainty
tests, to be described later. In those figures
where only one dotted line appears, the reference
curve Is used for the other limit on the rate.
Note that the dotted curves are for numerical
experimentation only; they do not necessarily
reflect the actual uncertainty that exists In the
data.
(4) The solid and open symbols are new data
published after the appearance of the 1969 paper
by Taylor and Bltterman*18'.
Finally, a note Is made that the rate constants and their effects on gasdynamic laser
performance which are examined in the present
paper are also discussed in depth in Reference 26;
this reference snould be consulted for more details.
1.

C02 (v2) ♦ H233*CC2 ♦ H20

The rate data for this reaction is compiled
In Figure 1, which gives the constant as a function
of temperature. The wide scatter in the data
demonstrates the large uncertainty which still
exists in this rate; indeed, even the temperature
dependence of the rate constant is not clear. The
experimental data of Bulthius et al*26,27',
Buchwald and Bauer' ' , and the calculations of
.(29) are
»I *- iJM¥n»
shown along
W i> fc^t'J"-;| with
*« u «Ml the original
spread
Shanna'
,(18)
of data from Taylor and Bitterman' '. At the
present time, the reference rate (solid line)
appears to be as good a representation of this rate
as any other.
Using the computer code described in Reference
13, gasdynamic laser calculations have been made
alternately employing the fast and slow rates
shown as the dotted lines in Figure 1. Some
corresponding results for small-signal gain, G«,
are shown as the dotted curves In Figures 2 and 3.
In these calculations, only the rate for CO?
(v2) ♦ H20?£C02 ♦ H20 is varied; all other rates
are held fixed at their reference values. The
solid curves in these figures are the results
obtained using the reference rates only. In
particular. Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the peak
small-signal gain as a function of reservoir
temperature, T , for the following cases respective-

V

ly.

(1) The vertical bars delineate the scatter
of experimental data shown in the 1969 paper by
Taylor and Bitterman*'8'.

(1)

20:1 area ratio nozzle with throat height

A-2
■■'—1 ■

g1 «j mmmm
rnr^r-.-- >^p^jiT,K:...

regard to the correct temperature dependence.

h*- I.Ow, 7XC02. UH20, 92X H2.

Li

(2) 50:1 are« ratio nozzle with h
71 C02, 3.5X H20 and 89.5» N2>

• 0.365mm,

Cases (1) and (2) are typical of "first and
second generation" gasdynamlc lasers respectively,
as described In References 2-4. In Figure 2, the
results for the fast and slow rates differ appreciably. In Figure 3, which Is a case with 3.5X H,0
content In the gas mixture, the difference 1s not
large at low temperatures, but Increases at higher
temperatures. For this case, the relatively high
water content promotes rapid equilibration of the
lower laser level with the translatlonal temperature, and tends to swamp the effect of a factor of
3 difference between the fast and slow rates.
Additional results are presented and discussed In
Reference 25.

The Influence of uncertainties in this rate
on gasdynamlc laser gain and maximum available
energy are shown 1n detail In Reference 25. As
1n the case of the previous two rates, the reaction
CO. (v3) ♦ H20 *£C02

(v2) ♦ H20 exerts a strong

Influence on laser performance, as will be discussed In Section HI.
4.

C02 (v2) ♦ H2^±C02 ♦ N2

The rate constants for this reaction are
plotted In Figure 6. For this rate, Taylor and
Bltterman* ' show no actual data, hence no bars
are shown In Figure 6. Instead, they recommend a
rate which Is 0.2 times that for CO, (v.) + C0,Z£
(131
*
*
'
2C02. The reference rate*
, shown as the solid

From the results shown In rigures 2 and 3, a
quantitative measure of the sensitivity of gasdynamic laser gain to uncertainties In the rate
constant can be established. Such quantitative
"sensitivity factors" and "absolute uncertainties"
are discussed In Section III of this paper. Moreover, the trends shown In these figures clearly

mation. It appears that the rate for C02 (v2) ♦

Indicate that the reaction C02 (v2) ♦ H20 *± C02

N2?±C02 ♦ N2 Is closer to 0.5 times that for

♦ H-0 plays an Important role In the gasdynamlc

COJ (v2) ♦ C02«±2C02.

laser process, a fact that 1s well known. However,
there are other reactions which are equally as
Important; these will be discussed in the following
paragraphs. The Importance of all the reactions
will be con-pared in Section III.

III, this rate does not have a strong Influence on
gasdynamic laser performance.

2. N2 ♦ H20

:«2 ♦ H20

The rate constants for this reaction are given
1n Figure 4 as a function of temperature. The
symbols and curves have the same meaning as before.
The post-1969 experimental data of von Rosenberg
et al* ' and Evans* ' are shown. Comparing all
the data in Figure 4, a wide discrepancy exists
at the higher temperatures.
The effect of fast and slow rates on peak gain,
gain profiles, and maximum available energy, e
,
Is shown in detail in Reference 25, and will be
summarized in Section 111 of this paper. However,
from these results, the conclusion is made that the
reaction H~ * H20 <£ N2 ♦ H20 is very Important to
the gasdynamlc laser process, especially for tne
case of a 50:1 nozzle with 3.5X H20 (typical of
possible second generation devices). This reaction
1s something of a "sleeper" In that (to the
author's knowledge) its importance has not been
fully appreciated In the past.
3.

C0j (vj) ♦ H20 3±C0j** (^) ♦ H20

The rate constants for this reaction are
plotted In Figure 5 as a function of temperature.
The data of Rosser and Gerry*
Moore'

', and Heller and

' are compared with the single set of data

from Taylor and BHteman* '. Again, there exists
a definite uncertainty in the data, even with

A-3
«■ -"*-— in« ii

line, uses a factor of 0.25.

However, data from

34

Shields, Warf and Bass*

\ Merrill and Amme*35*,

and Bauer and Schotter* ' are now available, and
are plotted on Figure 6. From this recent infor-

5.

C02 (v2) + C02'

As will be snown in Sectic

2C0,

The rate constants for this reaction are
plotted in Figure 7 as a function of temperature.
The recent data of Eckstrom and Bershader* '
are also shown. This rate appears to be wellknown; moreover, as will be shown in Section III,
it has a very minor influence on gasdynamic laser
performance. Hence, any uncertainty in this rate
is of little consequence.
6.

C02 (v3) ♦ H2<±C02** («2) ♦ H2

The rate constants for this reaction are given
In Figure 8 as a function of temperature. The data
(381
of Rosser, Wood and Gerry* ' are also shown. Then.
appears to be a reasonable uncertainty in tnis rau,
which, as will be shown in Sectior. Ill, has a strong
influence on gasdynamic laser performance.

7.

co2 (v3) ♦ co2«£ co"* («2) ♦ co2

The rate constants for this reaction are given
in Figure 9, along with the wore recent data of
Reid et al*39' and Seery*^'. The uncertainty is
not severe; moreover, as will be shown in Section
III, the laser performance is insensitive to uncertainties in this rate. Hence, this rate Is of
little importance.
*
8. N, ♦ H,
ZN,
This is by far the least Important rate in the
gasdynamic laser process, as will be shown in
Section III. Hence, the uncertainty in the rate

^^t-ii^'!^JVy^i»wji^pi^i!m-'^t^'Ktms!^^*-mwvmkv-.y^mh^^-"'

shown by Taylor and BltUrman
quenct in User performance.

(18)

Considering maximum available energy, t

is of no conse-

111. SENSITIVITY OF GASDYHAKIC LASER
PERFORMANCE TO UNCERTAINTIES IN RATES
In this section, the aforementioned rate
procecses, their uncertainties, and their effect
on the gasdynamic laser process are quantified and
compared. Specifically, the vertical distance
between the dotted lines (or dotted and solid
lines) shown in the previous figures for the rate
constants, k, define a "change in rate constant",
«k. In turn, this change, Ak, causes a correspond
ing change In small-signal gain, AG , as shown for
example in Figures 2 and 3. Hence, a sensitivity
factor, S, can be defined for each rate as:

0

S - UG0/G0)/(Ak/k)

Here, ak is specified on the previous figures, and
Is calculated from the results of gasdynamic
laser calculations (13) as shown in Figures 2 and 3.
Therefore, S physically represents the uncertainty
in gain per unit uncertainty in rate constant.
AG_

The sensitivity of gasdynamic laser gain to
the various rates Is clearly shown in Figure 10
for a low nozzle area ratio case typical of first
generation devices. Here, the sensitivity factor
S is plotted as a function of reservoir temperature,
T ; a curve is shown for each of the rates considered in the present investigation. For the case
shown, the laser gain is most sensitive to reactions 1, 3 and 6, and least sensitive to reaction
8. In fact, for T - 1200*K (which is typical of
first generation gasdynamic lasers), the rather
remarkable observation is made that the reactions

L

Cl>2 (v2) ♦ H20 *± C02 ♦ H20
CO! (v,) ♦ H-0 JiCo!** (v?) + H-0
C02 (v3) ♦ N2:

C0„

(v2) + :i2

all exert equal and maximum sensitivity on calculations of gasdynamic laser gain.
Similar results are shown in Figure 11 for a
case typical of high area ratio, hign H^O content,
second generation devices. Here, in addition to
reactions 1, 3 and C, reaction 2 is seen to bt>
important. In fact, at T0 * 1800°K (which is

, a

sensitivity factor can also be defined analagous
to that for gain. This factor is shown In Figures
12 and 13 for the first and second generation laser
cases respectively. Curves for the rates Involving
deactivatlon of the lower laser level are not shown
because they have a minimal effect on em,„.

max
Comparing Figures 12 and 13 with 10 and 11, the
reactions that exert maximum and minimum
a
sensitivities on e.,..
max are the same that e.: rt
maximum and minimum sensitivity on G .

The results shown in Figures 10-13 are uncertainties in performance per unit uncertainty
in rate constant, hence they indicate the
sensitivity of gasdynamic laser calculations to the
individual rates. However, as previously discussed,
some rate constants are known more accurately than
others; hence, the question Is now posed, what
are the absolute uncertainties In G„o and e max
. due
to the existing absolute uncertainties in rate
constants? These existing absolute uncertainties
are given below, and were obtained from examination of the data scatter shown in Figures 1,4-9.
Reaction

Uncertainty In
data, ak/k

1. C02 (w2) + H203±C02 ♦ H20

3

2. fl2 ♦ H20£H2 ♦ H20

5
*•*

3. C02 (v3) + H20£C02

(v2) ♦ H?0

4. C02 (v2) + N2;±C02 ♦ »2

5
4

5. C02 (v2) + C023±2C02
*
***
6. C02 (v3) ♦ N2^C02
(v2) ♦ N2

0.5

7. C02 (v3) ♦ CO^CG*** (v2) ♦ C02

0.25

a. :i* ♦ N25?2;<2

0.5

5.0

In establishing tne values of £k/k shown above,
son« weight has been given to tne recent data.
In addition, in reactions 2, 3 and 6, which effect
the de«tivation of the upper laser level, more
weight has been given to the data scatter at the
higher temperatures because a large part of the
upper level deactivation in a gasdynamic laser
occurs in the throat region of the nozzle, where
the static temperature is still reasonably high.
When the sensitivity factors shown in Figures
10-13 are multiplied by the above absolute rate
data uncertainties, Ak/k, the overall uncertainties in G_ and e ,_ are obtained. These results
0
max
are shown as bar charts in Figures 14 and 15 for
G and e
respectively. In these figures,

typical of second generation devices), the reactions
C02 (v2) ♦ H20*±C02 + H20
N2 ♦ H20 2± !l2 ♦ H20
C02 (v3) ♦ H20 5?C02" (v2) ♦ H20
exert the most sensitivity on calculations of gasdynamic laser gain. Reflecting on Figure 11,
emphasis Is made of the importance of the reaction
N2 ♦ H20 ??ii2 ♦ H20.

■K4»,yi» UjmilH,!», |in IJ H)U,.i J i,4}i.i.'

The effect of this reaction

previously has not been fully appreciated by the
present author, nor presumably by other workers in
the field as well.

reservoir temperatures of 1200*K and 1800°K are
chosen as typical of first and second generation
gasdynamic laser, respectively. The irportant
conclusion apparent from Figures TT~and"la is
that gasdyrijnic laser calculations of rum and
raxiriin available J^£oyJLJ>a^sed on present-day
Fnowlt~üo(.~ of~rafes fnTne emtTng literature,
appear to~bc subject to "at least a 25 percent
uncertainty.
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COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT

past.

Based on the above study, the rites that are
used In the existing computer code of Reference 13
appear to be reasonable, with the exception of
Hj ♦ HjO 5t N2 ♦ H20 (Figure 4) and C02 (v2) ♦

LJ

N.3±C02 ♦ N20 (Figure 6). In Figures 4 and 6, the
dot-dasned carve represents a modification to the
reference rates; these modifications are prompted
by the post-1969 rate data. When these two rates
are Improved as shown, the computer code of
Reference 13 yields the results shown In Figure
16, which Illustrates G as a function of HjO
content for the given conditions. Two curves are
shown, one using the old rates and the other using
'the Improved rates. These are compared with experlmental data obtained from the shock tunnel

i.

measurements by Vamos1 '. The good agreement
obtained between the theory utilizing the Improved
rates and the experimental data seems to substantiate the two modifications whicu are Independently based on Figures 4 and 6.
For convenience, the rates used In the gasdynamic laser computer code of Reference 13,
modified by the two Improved rates discussed above,
are given In Appendix A of the present paper.
V.

CONCLUSIONS

The vlbrational relaxation times used for
?enerat1ng the theoretical curve (improved rates)
n Figure 16 are given below. They are the same as
appear In Appendix A of Reference 23, with the
exception of the two improvements mentioned in the»
present report. The nomenclature Is the same as
References 23 and 24.
(

'ap)CQ2-N2 -1.3 x10s (T'1/3)4*9

(*ap>co -co • °-27 <t Ao -a
2
2
2 2
(t,P) C02-h20 ■ 5.5 x 10'
r-1/3»
l0
9(ibp)N -H " 93 tT
' - 4*61

(Tbp>,i -co
2
2

,o (T p)

9 c C02-C02 "
(T

(3) Because the existing rate data are not
sufficient to confidently calculate gasdynamic
laser performance to within a few percent, new
efforts should be made to more accurately measure
the CO2-i<2-H20 vlbrational exchange rates. Of

COJ (v2) ♦ H20 *±C02 ♦ H20

C02-C02

0 " -20'4

(T

-1/3«
' * °'643
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From the present study of the sensitivity of
gasdynamic laser performance to uncertainties 1n
the vibrational rate data, the following conclusions are made:
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for the olxing of «upereonlo flow In a Wj «•««•
.
„.„.. wtera mixing 1» •**• ** *

Abstraf
Practical nozzle configurations for a wiring COC'J. have toon Investigated nuaerleaUy and export»
»entail*. Co» particular configuration {■»*» exeellan
%en»ltoi pure hot .A« lo expended through * tvo-dlaenaio»
aal Mach 5 aupsreonlo nozzle, «bile a Birture of cole
CO, «od Bo U Injected tit the throat. The «xperlnaat

of tb, »2 n«, 1. found to giro poor rerult.

. «■

throat, *•» predlotod and experw«»*"*
gi-, excellent results

w*re dose vlth ea era heater providing e 100 g/e,
2000-4000*1. flo« of »,. Cood nixing vae obtained,
end gain constants greater than 0.03 en were Mamred. A laser oarity vae ale» operated« at ea eetl&ated
effleiancy oloee to 23».
I. Introduction
CO, fsj-dynasde lasen ere oonaldered to have
comparatively poor effloienelee. Their efficiency le
typically 1!*, vhioh la csall cocpered with the \%
figure characteristic of elootrical CO lasers. The
ererall efficiency of a eaa-cVnA£lc laser can be «ritten aa the product of tvo feotoro, f> « p»k*P. » (St
representing the thercodynnrio port of the efficiency
and pt the efficiency of tne optical cavity.Thetera (B

•5B

ITiZ

»995

BBS

ES5B yw

ltoolf furtror eoj-irate» Into two contributions
Ou« f,*Pf i v:.ere ^ ie the frr.eta.on of tue
Initial eathelpy that foea into tr.e Titration of !'.
end code V. of CO , and p. the fncr.lne effiei«ac;.

rifore 1 - Hot of the Uisüble frt-ttlca of V. t?A\.;\»
Ttre-AS ettfrjiticn tazwrur^re Ij | b I TltSttltvi
eitrcy i tr-eoiicol ftctor I q-^r.r^: efficiency.

of the nozzle.

Tifir* 2 is a ditfTRS of a t»o ciifinalonAl tixlrjaaee=tiy «r.ere a ellfhtly r-;*rsorJ.e flc« of prt-tiu,!
CO. and Ke la tixel wits a high (t, to 6) K*ah nur-^er

P., Ki.itrj tn'.rr.-

T.-iore exists a nucber of vnya of lncreaxlrg c
o can be increased by raising the etfcfnatloc temperature T.i go'ng free 1500*E to AOOCFE double« o
(rtg.1). On t.ie Other Kind, p icprcves aa the CO.
and E,0 or He ^o&tente tre reduced I It aleo lcproves
If the nettle throat ie narrowed, Cnfortunataly, there
are licit« to thane icproverflnts i the optical cavity
efficiency dexands a cixisu= CO and Ee or B0 content»,
while boundary layers set a lovur licit to the throat
height. Sir.ce p. le a decreasing function of T. , an
optiaus T. la to I* found «hieb caxicltes the product
e ■ Qt
. Thie optlcua T. lie* In the vicinity of
20OO*E

^l,2\

further lcprorotonte should be ottf.in.iMe, though.
If one vere able to produce the bot K, and expand It
prior to cixirg «1th cold CO, and He or H.O. Thle
Idea, vhlob hfj Venn ; . -eetei orig-ü.illy In the pro-

flo« of pure Ü. In a eonstnst area c'-.annel. Ttla
arrar^erant le. In essence einilar t(. that of Spencer
end c?»orVare V 'I lor t>.e KF chtc _.J. laaer. or tre^
that of Bronfia et alv ', but the etatio preE.^r-s
are euch higher here (100 i 5 arproiliately). 7i*
eystea preoente a nucber of dxtvticcs i
- It la difficult to eehlere rayid tirlr^ at the
hieh&r prtarrunoBpprorriate for a Cv- «ith at=Ä.
ep>rf:ric prespure recovcrj-, eltr.rofh eu^e fletitility
la afforded to the eclcction of the relative YJLZ±
nucbere and the conv*rr*r-ee ar^le cf the tlvra |
- etrong ahocKS vill fern at the «.ir* of the «CIK
nozzle «nil, causing optical dlatcrtiona |
- the etatlo terparature In t>* tiring replon is r^ieed to hlfh Talues by U.e collision cf the fast T<.
etreiia «1th the el over stream of cold Ee and CO ' 4'
reorolting In a lone of optical g«.ln and psvor.

,4

posal of the CDlP \ la difficult to put Into
practice.
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high. A few centlaatara dowaatreaa of tte throat,
•oat »f tte laltUl I2 Tlbrational energy tea We»
froMU while tte C0? ♦ Be aad tte tL haw* eooplated
their nixing. Tte B, tea »bared lta Tlbrational
energy «1th «ode V, of CO., caualag a high pop»»
latloa lareralon and creating a large optical gala.

L

It should be «tressed that otter advantages
are alao seen in tte injection of root tempo retura
COj and Ha. Firstly, It represente a aarlag la Initial
enthalpy, aad therefore an increase la theroodynaalo efficiency | secondly, aa tte CO. and Be
expend, their teaperature la lowered further, thua
lowering the «2 atatlo teeperature aa they diffuse
into It. Smaller area ratio potties can then be
selected for a given final atatlo tenpe-ature.

Figur« 2 - Diagnui of a »jperaonio wiring notilm
vtth CO, lajeotlon aftar erpanaion of »2.
Tte earodyneaio picture laproTta aa the Injection
port la sand upotraua i «txtog is lnlttateo. earlier,
•ad tte «hook wavaa low» their strength j furtlier,
tte IOM of vibrntional energy la tte alxtrg son»
should »*t tnoraaae exoeealvely. HoweTer, one does not
mat to la; >ct CO, sad E» far upstres» of tte throat,
•lao« tte advantage of BdJdrg would te lost. Injection
at tte throat or slightly i'' "natroaB offera a reaaonable coaprjcisa (Fig. 3). Iivootlon on the axla la preferred hero, rather than Injection through tho »alia,
la order to avoid the presence of C02 1» the boundary
layara i thia la of lnportanoe If the laser baas la to
traverse these boundary layer, aa in a eultlple parallel noatle uyetea for instance. A alsilar syotoa has
(Qj
been described raoontly by Croshko and coworkenT '.

1

Tteee qualitative understandings hare been
substantiated by nvaorical calculations, which were
conducted la order to characterise Tarlous nottle
designs la terms it nixing efficiency, gala constant and optical power «vaible.
m. Pur*rical ciOculatlos-,
Tte prograa treata tte cast of steady atate twodiaenaional turbulent eupersonle nixing in a fanhlon
similar to the Patankar aad Spaldlng oothod * ' for
subsonic flows. Kodifications hare been Bsdeifi orderia
account for the suporaanlo nature of the flows and
the divergence of the noztle. Kovsrtheless, instabilities react r calculations at the throat icposalble.
Tne equations of notion include conservation cf
axial aoaer.tuz, Bpeclen, and total enthalpy t the
terra of BOS.-T.tua, species and enthalpy trt-.nfor
rosultiag Iroa turbulence are expreseod according
to the si-pie Praaltl theory ** and depend on er.
experir.ental detcirj.cation of a tirlnR ler^r.h constant. In additicr., equations tre provided ior the
vibrationtl encr^r ercijL-^t) bet »n the various
Bolocular opecies. Kor that purpose, a vifcratlcrjil
oodol inspired froa the Dodel proposed by II.0. E&sov
et al
for the CO. and K. toleculcs has been
adopted
. Tcree vibratlonal codes are considered,
naaely "w, (for K2), Vj of C02, and tha froup of

mining region
/CO]+ He
300 #K

figure 3 - Diagram of a nozzle vith Injection
at the throat.
Tte injection plot la located at a point «here tte
JL Kaon nuaber la of the order of 1.?. Cold prorixod
CO, and Ee are Introduced at aonic velocities into tte
K.» The near equality of the pressure» of both flow«
will nlnitise the onr&t of shock» and their low vcOocitieB
perxlt thnlr cnooth airing, town to the poiut vhore
tte lajoction ia cade, the II. cceing frou tho etEtfiation ohasber retalna about 90£ of it« Initial vilmtional energy o-*ing to Its long rcluatlon tiz« in
tte eboonce of tte Tie and CO, eontn^irjonts* '. la
tte auboequont portion of the flow, the lärmst frriotioa of the collUloral detctivatlon of thf> K» la
cauaed by the CO and F.a, ia the ira*ilnte viclr-lty
of tte lnjrotor, whore the atatlo temperature la otUl

•odea Vj and N, of CO, which are known to t*
tightly coupled. The energy orch/inr« betw^er the
vibratlonal nodes snd translation Is dutcribed hy
the oquaticuis of T.ef. 13, while the rate cona'.&r.ts
are taken froa Taylor ar.d Bltterean's nview
paper
.It has alao beta aasuaod for alopli-ity
that t>,»r« are no fluctuations In thtae terra r^-ulting froa rurbJlc.-.eo, aad therefore the Dean vale's
of the para-viter» (cor.cer.trr.tlon, tftsperi.ture, etc..)
can be taken at each ]sjtlcjlar locetlco.
The boundary eor.ilUora are those that reif» the
»upeiT.onle strca-Ta, which have equal static pre:'a..res,
and wVich coce into contact at tho lnjoctlcn jU_-.e l
the Kach 1 C02 4 r.a flew ia opposed to Ve in e^-lllbrtua at rooa tc:-porrture, while the voloclry,
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aa&aity, etatic «ad nbratlonal tenperaturae for tha
I. flow «n »upplled by a propre» developed for
prefixed I -CO.- Be flow» trploal of atandard CDU14'
' ritt tha CO. and Ha concentration» being aat at

fraaalng efficiency ^ approaches BOjf, «1th a aat
efficiency o
of 4£.

»•ro. Integration of the TOB HUoa transforoed partial
differential aquations la than carried out from tha
injection piano dcvnstreaa, with an implicit nuoorlcal
•ones*. Ttaa Computing tlas la approximately 13
■lautes on an 101 760-50 computer for an axial
(7)
dlstanc* of 15 oa. Hot» that Spenoor and ocrworkore*
alao vorkad out a alailof prcgtvi for thalr ET
laser, Tha Bain dlffer«ncaa lie In thoir arpllelt
•oben» and thalr constant prossur» assumption.
Typical results for
presented In fig. 4 and
taaparatura Increase la
and tha fains ara small

tha arrengrnent In Pig. 2 ara
5. is expected« a large
found In tha «Axing region,
tad unevenly distributed.

jp^mww<^&^

900*

*>.

«(cm)
Figur» € - Gain distribution on tha P 16 Una for
adxlng at tha throat. Tha stagnation condition»
for B2 ax» 2500°K and 15 ata. Tha 30* COj, 70* E»
•dxtur» 1» at rooa teoperatura | the halt alot
height of tha injector la 0.3 rx. Tha throat
height for the H. (between tha Injector and oca
cozzl» veil la 0.7 ra). Flow proportions ara
44* R2, 3# Ee, 17? COj.
IT. Frneripgntsl : "TJlta

10

20

«(cm)

luv

4 - Tesiperature distribution for suporsonio
Blxj
of a Kaoh 5 B, flow at 500 «K »1th a Kach
K, pur» CC. flow, liota tha x and y ocalas
X, i
ara different.

Both types of eixing aottlca ware tested. A i.e.
2 KV arc heater provided a 100 g/a flow of 1>_, ht
tocperatures ranging froa 2000 to 4000CE. Ve failed
to detect ar.y epfreciable optical gain with the
first type of arrang'^rt in a 4 ci wido tv>diaensionsl channol, as had been anticipated.
The nixlr.c tsets'bly for tl* otner arrv-ptaont la
sketched in Fig. 7. The threat heiffct for the K 1*
spproxicately O.fc ca on cither side of the Injector.
Various in.lectom vore tested, with 0.8 ra dimeter
Injection holru orior.tii eitr.er on axis as in tig. 7
(lnjoctor I), or a'tcrr.atoly up ted down at m 6,-igle
of 22° free tr.o tld plane for a better dring
(injector II) I all the holes vero spaced at 1.2 ca
apart.

CO] «He

Figur« 5 - Cain distribution for sujorocnlc
nixing of a Kach 5.75, 400°K static tor;«rntv.ra
and 1930»Z Tihratltr.nl tendon, tur» H? flo» with
a \0f> COj, do* Ee flo« at Kach 1 and 250"K. Cain
vas calculated for the P 30 line (eptinun gain lo
slightly Urttr for lines t 22 - F 2<»),
On tha contrary, larre pnlna ara sot up scrona
the flo» for the nrrawr/jnt of llg. 3. One can see
(fig. 6) that tha diotrlbutlon la quite uniforn and
that the gnln does not fall eff alor.« the flew
direction. The calculations further indicate thot the

Figure 7 - S«tch of a J'-wsh 5 nozzle with COj
Injection at th» threat I tho Initial nuptn or.ic
eiI,'jj)lon i'!,-lo Is 70°. Vr.o no:ile ).r.i a 10 K
long diver, v:.t jro.'lic jlita tr.ot.-xr 10 c= lv^
parallel lyjction.
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actual injector peralta B» to penetrate into the
aid-plane between tba Injection holaa.

Tha ailing of the tvo flows was investigated.
Seaple» wer« taken slxultafitcrual? at various positioin
U the flow and raoeequently analysed with a gas
ehroaatogrRph, Figure 6 give« a typical jrofile nrm
position y across not»le for injector II at • distance
X • 19 ca iron tha noaala throat.

*

Figure 9 - Cain distribution» across tha notile,
at 1 ■ 15 ca dovcatroaa froa tba
threat.

Figure 6 - CO, nola fraction 19 ca downstrea»
froa tha throat, for tba Injection at tha throat
(tha Ha concentration ia proportional to that of
CO,). Tha M stagnation tenperature la 2000°£,
with nean proportion» of 465* H2, \Jf> C02 and
39* Ha.
Crtfcftl horr>ff^«lty
Schlieren pictures of the flov have bean tftknn
with 1 Ms txposure tines, revealing the abaonce of
•hocks ; the turbulence level of the cilc-d flova
was not fourvi tc exceed clmlficar.tly that of the
pur« heated K, vith th» injector removed froa tha

Tor injector XI (heavy dot»), one can aa« that
th« nixing Is »re afflclent.The data (taken for
th* condition» of Figure 6) confirm that tha cirir-g
is near satisfactory for |y|05 ca. Tha stagnation
temperature 1» 2000"!:, tha freezing efficiency la
of the order of 60£, Dean Injected constituent
proportions (46/15/39) being adjusted for coximun
gain I the Stagnation prescures are 9 and H ata for
K, and CO, ♦ Ha respectively. The slightly higher
stagnation pressure for CO, «• He peroits deeper
penetration Into K.» Data taken with tha eaae Injector,
but with a 3000eK stagnation teiperatur», 60 ß/a R,
Baas flow rat» and a (45/12/43) eirture are presented
In Fipure 10. Tha Urre fntns one observes car. be
Ealntainod up to 40X :i". teaporature, proTiit-d the
CO, Dole fraction is lovemd to 10/. approximately.

throat.
Cain r^".«'jrf-fnta
Tha fain teturure-entB vor» carrUd out vith the
equipment described in Kef. 14. The wasurtiaont»
«or« Bade vith tha prob« boos parallel to the noztla
throat, at x ■ 15 ca. Ho cifxifieant chn-vos in tha
profiles could bo found froa 1 - 10 ca tor ■ 19 en.
Tha lover halves of tha fain profllo» are plottod is
Fig. 9 versus the distu.ee y froa the nid-plnr.e. For
injector I, the crpcriior.tnl point» (open circle»)
cozpnre veil vith theory (solid curve), aaauaing
effective throat hsights of 0.6 ca for K, and 0.15 ta
for CO, ♦ Ee, vith respective stagnation to=j«raturea
of 2000«E ar.l 300°I. The dring cor.'itant vaa taken
aa • fitting paza^ntcr, anl a value of 0.03 van
selected for it. Injected constituent proportions
(Hj/COj/Ea) era, in coles, (CC/l5/:'5), but local
proportion» in the flow vary froa these figures. A
central dip arpefcr» on the oiperir.cr.tal pain
distribution (st y - 0), but lets markedly than on
tha theoretical jroflle j this can bo attributed to
tha difference botwen the nz-timl lr.Jcctor don Urn,
which la eospOM-d of a series of holen, and the nark
•lit Injector co!ol taken for the calculation. The

c-»
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Figure 10 - Cain distribution for a 3000»K Kg
»tarnation tc~;«rature vith a lover
CO, cole friction.
Oscillator rTT-nr*.rftn\n

A laser cavity vas also operated, vith a »table
resonator conflr.ir.'itlos. The Rirrors had to be
rece?pod eorievhAt fro* th* flcv, in order to avoid
das>v» t'y the rrur-ruus oolid rartlculee from the
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,are-heater carried by R,. Verloua output sirrors «w
tasted, including 6* or doubl* RsCI fUte, and hoi«
eoupled reflectore. A ev pover of 2 W wi obtained
vita tb» Ge, In a «all coll lasted 2.5 ca die bau,
for a stagnation teBperature of 2000°K. Rough
calculations, baaed on the 120 kV enthalpy f»d to tho
■« which actually flova through the carl «7 and
contribute» to th* optical «over, girs an efficiency
.of 1.6£ and a specific ponr of 2p kV per kg/a. Vhcsa
figures cocpare vail vlth raluea of 0.4£ and 4 kV par
kg/s respectively obtained by Carry (15)
yr Conclusion
Srtrenely procialng results har* been obtained
rtth a, »«rttn CO. CDL. Nevertheless, a uucber of
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